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Abstract 

This thesis identifies and analyses potential pitfalls that the eSport industry might 

face in the future. Over the last decade, the eSports industry has experienced a rapid 

rise in popularity with increases in revenue and viewers as a result. Through a case 

presentation of the Korean eSports industry and a historical overview of major 

events that have occurred over the last 50 years, the paper identifies potential pitfalls 

that can have a negative impact on the prospects for the industry. The case and 

historical events are based on extensive desk research. The extensive desk research 

is further backed up through an interview with the chairman of eSports Denmark 

and a questionnaire distributed to one of Denmark's largest eSport clubs. The 

analysis of the paper is divided into two general sections, which focuses on the 

pitfalls on, respectively, the egalitarian and professional eSport levels and analyzes 

how the pitfalls might influence the industry. After the analyses, comes a discussion 

of different types of governing bodies and how each of these might be able to 

mitigate certain pitfalls. The paper concludes that, in order to continue its growth, 

the eSport industry needs a better structure between the two levels of the industry.   
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Introduction 

Since the turn of the millennium and especially over the past decade the eSport 

[electronic sports] industry has grown at a rapid pace and has from 2010 to 2017 

seen the number of tournaments and prize money per tournament grow by 400%, 

while the total yearly prize pool has become 20 times as big over the same time 

span. The eSport industry has not just emerged over night but is a result of cultural 

and technical development over the last 50 years. As such eSport are video games 

and the eSport industry has spawned from the video game industry, but why is it 

that we have become so interesting in spending so much time playing and watching 

video games. This can be because “A good video game makes 

for an exhilarating experience – a rush of light, sound, and adrenaline. Video 

games require quick reflexes, careful thought, and the will to overcome a 

worthy opponent. All these things make them fun to play, but they also make 

them excellent spectator sports. This has led to the rise of eSports – 

competitive gaming leagues with thousands of fans worldwide and lucrative 

prizes for the crème de la crème.” (Adanai.com, 2013) 

 

As mentioned, the emergence of eSport has happened at an amazingly rapid pace 

and if “…someone told you 20 years ago that the prize pool for a competitive video 

game tournament in 2016 would be over $20 million, you would probably have 

been incredulous and slightly skeptic. Who would want to watch that, you would 

say. It’s not even a sport, you would exclaim. Stop dreaming and get a real job, you 

would probably assert” (Adanai.com, 2013). Yet, the reality, in 2016, was just that: 

Defense of the ancient 2´s “The International 2016, the biggest eSport tournament 

in the world, had a price pool of $20.77 million.” (Seiercapital.com, 2016). The 

prize pool was distributed so that the winning team received a whopping $9.13 

million, while the losing teams [ranked 13-16] earned $100.000. As these financial 

numbers show, the top eSport athletes are millionaires and the industry has 

developed from one where it was hard to make a living, to one where the players 

can make big savings and put money aside to the period after their active careers, 

just like it is seen in the commercialized traditional sports like e.g. soccer. 
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Taken from a Danish context, many of the articles published on national news sites 

are either neutral or positive towards gaming and eSport and does not investigate 

the downsides that are accompanied with eSport. In addition to this, eSport is still 

a rather new academical topic, and it has not been possible for the authors of this 

paper, to find any academical research on the particular topic chosen for this study. 

From the researcher’s prior knowledge of the industry, it has been noted that 

potential pitfalls1 might occur as the industry grows larger and attempts to establish 

itself on the same level as some of the biggest sports in the world like e.g. soccer. 

Using the Korean eSport industry as a case several potential pitfalls can be 

identified. As Korea is one of the leading countries in the world in relation to eSport 

and is arguably 10 years ahead of the western industry, they have experienced 

challenges and problems that have not yet occurred in the western world. Through 

the use of the Korean case, combined with a walkthrough of the history of the of 

the industry, it is seen that some of the challenges from both Korea and the past is 

starting to arise in Europe and North America. This paper therefore investigates 

identifying and analyzing these challenges in order to get a grip on the possible 

future impacts of these pitfalls and how they can potentially be minimized or 

avoided. 

  

As the industry is evolving at such a fast pace it is fair to wonder if it can stay 

sustainable in its growth, and not overtake its own grown so that it can no longer 

keep up with the pace and therefore neglecting some of the important steps on its 

way to continuing its growth. As will be made clear in the next section, and 

throughout the paper, eSport is not just seen as being the professional scene but also 

has impacts into the egalitarian level. 

  

As such the paper will analyze how eSport is impacting and is impacted in 

accordance to the potential pitfalls that might hamper its future growth. 

                                                
1 According to the Oxford dictionary a pitfall is defined as “A hidden or unsuspected 

danger or difficulty” (Oxford, pitfalls, n.d.) 
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This leads to the following research question: 

Given the history of eSports, which pitfalls can be identified in the western world, 

and how can these be solved or avoided? 

  

Due to the underlying philosophy of science of this study, sub questions that will 

help to guide the research throughout the process, will not be listed here, but later 

in the paper at the section called “qualitative guesses”. These questions revolve 

around the different areas and problems that might arise in eSport’s search to 

become sustainable on the long term, as it moves into the mainstream. 

  

ESport or Gaming? - Definitions of terms  

The section above has introduced the paper and has in accordance with the chosen 

philosophy of science, outlined the research question for this particular study. In 

order to bring the reader into the world of eSports, the following section will present 

a distinction between eSport and regular gaming.  

 

Just like the overall expression of ‘sport’ covers several individual sports like e.g. 

soccer or handball, so does the expression ‘eSport’, where every single game, such 

as StarCraft and Counter-Strike can be seen as the equivalent to soccer or handball 

in traditional sports. To distinguish between the four groups of non-competitive 

sport, competitive sport, casual gaming and eSport, we use the following definitions  

 

Non-competitive sport is defined as: Physical exertion with a focus on health and 

recreation and which does not include a competitive aspect (Wikipedia.org, Idræt, 

2018). Competitive sport is defined as “An activity involving physical exertion and 

skill in which an individual or team competes against another or others for 

entertainment” (Oxford, sports, n.d.). Casual gaming is defined as: As most video 

games includes a competitive aspect, gaming is the playing of video games for the 

fun of it and without organized tournaments or teams and without any prize or 

award for winning the game. E-sport is defined as: Competitive gaming at a 
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professional, or egalitarian, level and in an organized format [a tournament or 

league] with a specific goal [i.e., winning a champion title or prize money] and a 

clear distinction between players and teams that are competing against each other. 

(Newzoo.com, fact sheet, n.d.) 

  

As it can be seen from these definitions competitive sport and eSport both include 

an aspect of competition, with a focus on becoming better and ultimately winning, 

whereas non-competitive sports and casual gaming, mainly focuses on having a 

good time. Furthermore, non-competitive sports can also be seen merely as a 

method to become healthier. Lastly the paper puts an emphasis on the difference 

between egalitarian eSport and professional eSport. As such when referring to 

professional eSport it is related to the teams, players and organizations that plays in 

front of an audience and are paid and receive revenue from participating in the sport. 

On the other hand, the egalitarian level refers to the grassroot level of the sport, 

which is e.g. the national Danish clubs and tournaments, where the sport is 

structured, but is still at an amateur level. 

Methodology 

Philosophy of science 

The paragraphs above have given an introduction into the different categories of 

sport and eSport. In the following sections, the paper will account for the choice of 

scientific philosophy, together with the features that characterize the philosophy 

and how this impacts the methodological approach of the paper. 

 

For many years, philosophers and scientists have discussed what counts as science, 

and hereby what is to be determined as the truth. The overall distinction between 

categories of science would be the natural sciences versus social sciences. For 

natural scientists, science is only science if the data is in a quantitative form, where 

results can be used to state some kind of objective truth, that is generalizable. Even 

though several different paradigms, such as positivism and realism work more or 

less after these guiding rules, these paradigms will be categorized under the term 
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realism for this section of the paper. Social scientists would argue that to generate 

knowledge in the world, it is simply not possible to take the stance of realism. 

People who would argue for this, are more inclined to investigate how people, either 

alone or in interaction with others, create a sense of meaning in the world. People 

who take a social constructivist approach to science, argue that we as people are 

creating the truth in interaction with each other. For this branch of science, it is 

argued that people are constructing the truth by agreeing with each other, and the 

more people who agree upon a certain thing, the truer that thing is. The data that is 

used in these kinds of studies are more of a qualitative nature than the data used in 

realism, and data are not to be gathered in big bulks, that would allow for 

generalization based upon the data, but instead it is more interesting for social 

scientists to investigate how certain things are perceived to be in a certain context. 

  

This dualism has for a long time been the subject for discussion, but it does not 

seem like the parties can agree upon what science actually is. As a response to this, 

the American pragmatism gained legitimacy throughout the twentieth century. It is 

a widespread belief that William James, Charles Sanders Pierce, and John Dewey 

have been the frontrunners for pragmatism. Essentially, pragmatism is all about the 

practical consequences of the knowledge that is to be created/gained. It is argued 

that if some kind of new knowledge can have a larger impact in a certain context, 

than prior knowledge had, then it must be true. The most basic way to explain this, 

is by taking the case of an argument. In natural sciences, a scientist must prove that 

his/her argument is objectively correct, and if he/she can do that, the argument has 

to represent the truth. In social sciences on the other hand, the scientist presents an 

argument, and the more people who can agree to that argument, the truer the 

argument becomes. Again, pragmatism has a unique focus on practical 

implications, and for a pragmatic scientist, the most important thing is to present an 

argument that nobody else can disprove of. If nobody can present a better argument 

than the scientist, then the argument from the scientist must be the best, and hereby 

have the biggest impact, which in turn leads to the argument representing the truth.   
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The focus of pragmatic studies are hereby practical implications, which can be the 

reason that many pragmatic studies are anchored around specific problems in the 

world, instead of being anchored around an overall theoretical discussion. Due to 

the problem-oriented focus in the research question, that this study is based upon, 

the pragmatic philosophy of science, as defined by Liv Egholm (Egholm, 2014) will 

be used. Another highly important factor for the choice of pragmatism, is the overall 

research strategy used in this philosophy. In most philosophies of science, people 

distinguishes between the two research strategies deduction and induction. If using 

a deductive research strategy, the scientist would deduce from the universal to the 

particular. To do this, the scientist starts with an existing theory and makes 

hypotheses, followed by an empirical data collection, which will be used to test the 

hypotheses, and subsequently the original theory might be revisited, if the study 

yields a result that is not in line with the original theory. On the other hand, If the 

inductive strategy is used, the scientist will induce from the ‘particular’ to the 

‘universal’, by starting out with making observations, which will be analyzed, and 

the analysis will form the basis for a hypothesis or a theory. Pragmatism however, 

uses a rather unique strategy called abduction. 

  

When using the abductive research strategy, the scientist needs to have a prior 

understanding of a field, which will help the scientist to create what Egholm 

(Egholm, 2014) calls “qualitative guesses” [researchers translation from Danish to 

English] about the unknown subject that is to be investigated, in order to make its 

existence probable. The qualitative guesses are to be investigated in a particular 

context, and based on the investigation, the scientist creates hypotheses that are to 

be tested. Since the pragmatic philosophy of science is problem-oriented, the 

hypotheses are often plausible solutions to a given problem. For this study, the 

unknown subject that is to be investigated, are potential pitfalls that can have a 

negative impact on the development of the eSports industry. The reason that the 

pitfalls are seen as an unknown phenomenon, is due to a lack of articulation of the 

problems. Despite an extensive search for any articulation regarding the particular 

pitfalls, it has not been possible to find any data or theory about these, in the specific 

context of eSport. According to Egholm (2014), one can never prove the existence 
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of the unknown phenomenon, but instead researchers and scientists should focus on 

trying to argue for the probability of the existence. In this particular study, it will 

not be possible to state that certain things will happen due to the pitfalls, but it is 

possible to argue for the existence of the pitfalls. 

  

Human actions and experiences are essential in the pragmatic philosophy of 

science, and it is a key point that prior actions, limit future options. Pragmatic 

scientists seek to investigate how experiences from prior scenarios, unfolds in 

present actions and which consequences this will bring for the future (Egholm, 

2014). Due to this, a pragmatist is not really interested in why the past unfolded in 

a certain way, but rather how prior and present actions can affect the future. The 

ontological question is hereby also more difficult to answer for the pragmatist, than 

it is for the realist or the constructivist. According to Egholm (2014) the pragmatic 

ontology, just as the epistemology, is a combination of the ones applied in the 

philosophies of realism and constructivism. Egholm (2014) expounds that in the 

pragmatic ontology, a given phenomenon is to be interpreted by individuals, but 

that it cannot be freely interpreted, since it is anchored in the given context. this 

follows the lines of the pragmatic theory of truth, which states that one should “... 

consider something to be true, when our investigation ends, and our results are 

usable and useful to explain phenomena and events” (Egholm, 2014, P. 174. 

Researcher’s translation from Danish to English). This means that there is no need 

for an objective truth, but rather that the results should be able to grasp the truth in 

a particular situation.    

  

Qualitative guesses 

The previous sections outlined the philosophy of science used in this paper. A part 

of this specific scientific approach is to come up with ´qualitative guesses´. In 

continuation of the above paragraphs, the following section is therefore allocated to 

the qualitative guesses that was made for this particular study. 
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Before conducting this study, the researchers had a rather extensive knowledge base 

about the industry of eSports, which has helped establish the following qualitative 

guesses. The main theme of the paper is that even though the industry has been in 

development for almost half a century, new individual eSports are being established 

much faster than traditional sports and skipping or rearranging some of the steps 

that traditional sports are going through. It is to be argued later in this paper, that 

the growth of the eSports industry, might not be as healthy as anticipated. Based on 

the researcher’s prior knowledge of eSports, the following qualitative guesses has 

been made as an attempt to identify pitfalls that might lead to a potential unhealthy 

growth for the industry in the western world. 

  

● It is not yet common practice for young gamers to be part of an eSports club 

and hereby nobody is teaching the youth about behavior in a competitive 

setting 

● There is a lack of focus on the negative aspects that eSport might foster such 

as addiction and health problems amongst young people 

● Essential governing bodies do not have the same time to get established, as 

they would in traditional sports. 

● Internal industry cannibalization might occur. 

Research method 

The previous sections have been used to illustrate the approach to the philosophy 

of science used in the research in this paper. The chosen philosophy of science 

impacts the methodological approach and as so, the subsequent sections will 

account for the choices of methods used in the study for this paper.  

 

In order to collect the necessary empirical evidence for this study, data of both 

quantitative and qualitative nature has been collected. According to Lise Justesen 

& Nanna Mik-Meyer (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2010), qualitative methods are ideal 

to gather information about a phenomenon in a specific context, and based on this, 

it is possible to make an interpretation that can lead to a deeper understanding of 

the phenomenon. A qualitative method has synergy effects with pragmatism, due 
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to the context being the focal point.  The reason that the chairman was selected as 

a respondent, was therefore because the qualitative guesses that were made prior to 

the data collection, were analyzed in the specific context of eSport in Denmark. One 

of the main themes of these guesses were the lack of structure in the development 

of eSports, and by having the chairman of a governing body as a respondent, it 

became possible to shed some light upon the area. 

  

Despite the knowledge base of the researchers, the interview was set up in a semi-

structured way, with the main questions being as open as possible. The reasons for 

this were mainly due to the fact that the researchers acknowledge, that their 

knowledge base was perhaps not broad enough to take full control of the interview. 

Secondly, by taking a semi-structured approach to the interview, the respondent had 

the opportunity to take the interview in whichever direction he wanted to, and 

surprisingly he went from one subject to another a couple of times, without the 

researchers having to interrupt. Furthermore, the semi-structured approach helped 

making the interview as unbiased as possible. According to Justesen & Mik-Meyer 

(2010), the question of objectivity does though not apply in a pragmatic study, since 

it is the respondent’s honest thoughts that is in focus. By not having a fully 

structured interview, and not trying use any leading questions, the respondent had 

the opportunity to answer the questions whichever way he liked, without feeling 

that there were a wrong and a right answer. 

  

According to Steinar Kvale & Svend Brinkmann (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009), the 

interview that was conducted, is an elite interview, due to the position of the 

interviewee. When conducting interviews in general, it is of the essence, to make 

sure that the respondent(s) is a reliable source of information. As this particular 

interview is an elite interview, it is assumed that the interviewee knows what he/she 

is talking about and that the information is valid. However, during an elite 

interview, it is essential to be aware of the kind of person that is spoken to, and what 

agenda the respondent has him- or herself. The reason for this is, that experts are 

used to speaking in public or engaging in activities where they can influence people, 

which means they are used to putting their own agenda first. Kvale & Brinkmann 
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(2009) therefore argues that it is highly important for the researcher who conducts 

an elite interview, to have an extensive background knowledge of the field, in order 

not to be sidetracked and to know when the respondent might be trying to force his 

or her own agenda through. 

  

As the paper also deals with how eSports are impacting and are impacted by the 

egalitarian level, the research also deals with the challenges and pitfalls that can 

potentially occur in this area. To study how the qualitative guesses that were put 

forward in connection to the egalitarian level, quantitative data was collected by 

utilizing a survey. The survey was set up as an observational sample survey, as 

defined by Alan Agresti & Christine Franklin (Agresti and Franklin, 2014). By 

observational study, it is meant that “... the researcher observes values of the 

response variable and explanatory varies for the sampled subjects, without anything 

being done to the subjects (such as imposing a treatment)” (Agresti and Franklin, 

2014 p. 156). The questionnaire was sent to one of Denmark's biggest eSport club 

and revolved around 5 overall areas in connection to eSport. These 5 areas were: 

Amount of time spend on gaming, gaming and health, the impact gaming has on 

education, toxicity in eSport and the purpose of gaming in an eSport club. A 

complete overview of the results from the study can be found in appendix 1. 

  

As the questionnaire was answered by respondents who were already committed to 

eSport, the researchers have been well aware that the answers could potentially be 

biased to make gaming and eSport stand out as more positive than what it really is. 

Based on the answers in accordance to the impact that gaming has on education and 

social life, it is though noticed that bias is not the case, as the answers to these 

questions put gaming in a bad light. As the questionnaire was distributed to both, 

children, adolescents and adults, the questions were purposely written in everyday 

languages, to make the interpretation easier. Even though the survey was made in 

one of the biggest esports clubs, only 53 responses were given, with only 40 

respondents answering every question. The researchers have therefore been aware 

that the sample size is not large enough to generalize upon, but that it still gives an 

indication of the view of eSport from the egalitarian level. 
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For the analysis of the gathered qualitative and quantitative data the researchers 

turned to the method of bricolage. Bricolage is a method that uses the available 

tools, even though these is not intended for the present task (Kvale and Brinkmann, 

2009). To analyze the present data researchers using bricolage “... uses a mix of 

technical discourses and move freely between different analytical techniques and 

concepts” (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009 p. 259, researchers translation). The 

method of bricolage therefore give way to use both qualitative and quantitative 

methods to analyze the data, but none of the used methods prevail compared to the 

others and are simply used to study the data from different perspectives (Kvale and 

Brinkmann, 2009). Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) further argues that if no analytical 

method is chosen, there exist no demands for the interview and the transcription. It 

is still important that the general demand of achieving rich and valid information is 

met (Kvale and Brinkmann (2009). 

 

Due to the lack of respondents in both the qualitative and quantitative part of the 

study, desk research has been an immense part of the empirical data collection for 

this study. Secondary data can be useful in any kind of study, but the researches 

will have to be aware of the quality and validity of the data that is used. This is 

especially true, when secondary data is gathered from the internet, where anybody 

can write whatever they want to write, without it necessarily being true. Throughout 

the study, the researchers have been aware of this fact, which means that all 

information gathered, has been from what is to be perceived as reliable sources, and 

information has been checked on at least two different websites, to achieve higher 

validity. The desk research consists of data from different kinds of sources on the 

internet, including news articles, official news statements from companies, reports 

of events and expert interviews/reflections on YouTube. Wikipedia is not perceived 

as a reliable source of data. However, this website has been used extensively in the 

research of the Korea case presented later in the paper. The reason for this is that 

relevant information is either spread across several other websites or are written in 

Korean. When Wikipedia has been used as a source of information for this study, 

data has thoroughly been checked. Furthermore, the phenomenon of eSports is 
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highly community driven, and it is normal practice that the community fact checks 

information on websites like Wikipedia. The desk research has helped establish a 

broad range of knowledge of the eSports industry, and in conjunction with 

pragmatism, a historic understanding is important, since pragmatic researchers are 

interested in how historic actions and events can have an impact on the present and 

the future. 

  

Limitations 

The intention of this paper was to include the organization RFRSH in the study to 

get a more detailed insight into professional eSport. To get in contact with the 

organization, the researchers attended a presentation by the coach of Astralis, 

Danny Sørensen, in the end of January 2018. At the presentation the researchers 

spoke to Danny about contacting the organization in the future, which he was 

positive about. In the data gathering phase of the study, the authors tried to contact 

several members of the organization, including Danny, but did not receive any 

responses. As an outcome of this missing access to RFRSH, the study has a rather 

narrow foundation of primary qualitative data. Instead, extensive desk researched 

has been utilized to support the study.  

 

Structure of the paper 

After going through the history of video gaming and its transition into eSport, and 

with the researchers’ prior knowledge from following the industry/sports, potential 

pitfalls have been identified, which eSport faces if the industry continues to grow 

as it has done in the past decade. That the potential pitfalls are derived from looking 

at the history of eSports is based on an assumption that history can repeat itself, just 

like it was seen in the Korean case. It is therefore assumed that these historic events 

have a potential to generate knowledge, that can be used to prevent similar 

situations in the future. If these experiences are not used, then the pitfalls that 

occurred in the past have a risk of occurring again in the future. The knowledge 
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from the past therefore must be used in order to avoid similar challenges/problems 

and to make eSport sustainable and attractive in the future. 

 

A part of the pragmatic methodology is to establish ´qualitative guesses´, where 

their plausibility and presence are then analyzed based on empirical data. In the 

following overview of eSports history, potential pitfalls have been identified. These 

potential pitfalls can roughly be divided into two major categories with one category 

focusing on the egalitarian aspects of eSports, while the other focuses on the 

professional eSports scene. Below, the different pitfalls have been summed up in 

each category in order to create an overview of them and to see how they are not 

just stand-alone challenges but are interrelated with one another. It is also 

acknowledged that there are more potential pitfalls than those mentioned. However, 

based on the following historic overview these were the ones with the biggest 

potential influence on the continuous growth of eSport. It is acknowledged that 

some of the pitfalls have an impact on the egalitarian level, as well as the 

professional level. Despite the potential double impact, a given pitfall has been 

categorized based on which level will face the biggest impact. Even though the 

analysis is split into 2 main sections, namely the egalitarian and the professional 

level, the two analyses are connected as changes or solutions to pitfalls on either 

level might impact the other, and thus the two can therefore be seen as having a 

circular relation. 

 

Based on the qualitative guesses made prior to this section, and the findings from 

the subsequent historical overview, potential pitfalls have been identified for the 

industry.    

 

The first category of pitfalls revolves around the egalitarian level of eSports. 

1: There might be a tendency of toxic behavior in the industry, which might harm 

the future of eSports. 

2: If health and addiction problems get out of control, eSports might be impacted 

negatively, due to the public’s perception of the industry.   
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3: If eSports are influencing children’s attitude towards education, parents might 

not allow the children to engage with eSports.  

 

The second category of pitfalls revolves around the professional level of eSport.  

4: The eSports industry faces a massive growth, but the growth might not be 

sustainable. 

5: The rapid growth might be hindering governing bodies in getting established.  

6: New games gets established all the time and this might have a negative impact 

on fans, sponsors, and advertisers.  

7: There is a lack of connection between the egalitarian and professional level, 

which may foster problems for the future of the industry.  

Choice of theories 

The above sections have outlined the methods chosen for the study of this paper. A 

part of the pragmatic philosophy of science is to use the present tools to analyze the 

data in the best possible way. As there, according to the authors of this paper, does 

not exist much academic literature about eSport, the paper has turned to other 

scientific areas to find theories that can be used to illuminate and analyze the 

empirical data. The following section therefore accounts for why the specific 

theories have been used for the analyses in this study. 

 

As described above, there are plenty of different ways to conduct research, and all 

philosophies of science, and all methods have positive and negative aspects. The 

same goes for the choices of theories that are used to analyze data in a study. Some 

studies are taking a theoretical approach, and others are taking a problem-oriented 

approach. Since the academic field of eSports is rather new, and since the 

researchers of this study has identified problems that have not yet been brought to 

attention in the academical field, this study is taking a problem-oriented approach. 

This also means that the theories that are used in the analysis, is not chosen due to 

them being part of the same academical discussion where a void can be filled, but 

rather they have been chosen in order to shed light upon the industry in a new way. 

The overall structure of the paper revolves around the theory from John Beech and 
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Simon Chadwick (Beech & Chadwick, 2013), which states that traditional sports 

usually have a very common pattern in their development, and that this pattern leads 

to a healthy growth. eSports on the other hand, are following a rather different stage 

model, due to the market dynamics, and this development might be one of the 

factors that can have a negative impact on the industry. The study investigates both 

the professional scene, and the egalitarian level of the eSports industry.   

  

In the eSports industry, it can be seen that when a new game releases and an eSport 

establishes, it does so by creating a professional scene rather quickly. In traditional 

sports, the development is slow and local, and governing bodies are made to govern 

the development of the sport, as well as arranging tournaments and events. Due to 

the speed of the development of a new eSport, a governing body cannot be set up 

at the time where the rules and codes of the games are agreed on, which according 

to Beech, (Beech and Chadwick, 2013) can lead to more than one governing body 

claiming the ownership of a given sport. The fast development with a new game, 

might be due to the market dynamics at play. Eisenmann et al. (2006) argues for 

different strategies in what is called a two-sided market. This theory helps the 

researchers analyze how money flows in the industry, and which impact this 

dynamic has on the industry. Following up with the market dynamics, Joseph 

Schumpeter's (1942; in Pfarrer and Smith, 2005) theory of “creative destruction” 

will be brought into play to illuminate how the rapid establishment of new games 

can have a negative impact on the industry. 

  

In the qualitative guesses it was guessed that eSports might foster negative behavior 

amongst young gamers. To analyze if and how this is true, the paper turns to the 

work done by Karin Ekström (Marshall, 2010) which put an emphasis on the need 

for socialization agents. The concept of socialization agents is anchored in 

consumer behavior, but Ekström argues that “...the consumer role needs to be 

studied in specific contexts without generalizing from one another” (Marshall, 

2010) 
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Theory 

The paragraphs above accounted for the choice of theories used in this study. In 

continuation, the following sections will give an insight into the key aspects of each 

theory. 

The development of sport as a business 

As eSport has emerged and developed into a big and influential industry they have 

tried hard to push to be included in the traditional sports society and federations, 

and thereby aiming to obtain some of the rights and obligations that traditional 

sports has. As mentioned in the beginning of the paper, the scope of the paper is not 

to justify whether or not eSport should be regarded at the same level as traditional 

sports, but will instead look at how these 2 genres compare and differs, and how 

eSport can learn and use some of the knowledge that has arisen in the traditional 

sports. In 2013 Beech and Chadwick (2013) put forward a framework known as 

´The development of a sport as a business´, which shows the phases that almost 

every sport has gone through in its way from the founding till the big commercial 

sports like American football. 

 

According to Beech and Chadwick (2013) framework, a sport that develops into a 

big business goes through 7 different phases. Foundation, Codification, 

stratification, Professionalization, Post-professionalism, commercialization, and 

post-commercialization (Beech and Chadwick, 2013) These 7 phases are split into 

2 main categories, evolutionary, where change is slow and incremental and 

revolutionary, where change is rapid and is connected to a high level of uncertainty 

(Beech and Chadwick, 2013). According to the authors, the 3 revolutionary phases 

are the codification, the professionalization, and the commercialization, while the 

founding, stratification and post-professionalization are evolutionary, while the 

phase of post commercialization is hard to put in a box as the level of uncertainty 

vary depending on the specific sport (Beech and Chadwick, 2013).  
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According to Beech and Chadwick (2013), the distinguishment of the phases is as 

the following. In the codification phase, the codification and formalization of the 

sport takes place, while in the stratification phase the body responsible for the 

codification “Sets up or administers through merger a variety of league, typically 

with an element of promotion and relegation, and normally characterized by a 

regional dimension, especially at lower levels. In this phase, the sport remains 

amateur” (Beech and Chadwick, 2013 p. 6). During the professionalization phase, 

spectators starts to be willing to pay to watch the sport, while the payment of players 

start to take place. In the post-professionalization there exist both a professional and 

amateur level of the sport, while moving on to the commercialization phase, 

different businesses start to see the opportunity to use the sport for their own benefit, 

by branding themselves through the use of sponsorship deals, both to governing 

bodies, leagues, and clubs/teams.   

According to Beech and Chadwick (2013), “The significance of phase 2 is that it 

defines the governing body of the sport, and the role of the governing body in the 

management of the sport becomes clear as the sport progresses to higher phases” 

(Beech and Chadwick, 2013 p. 7). Further, they (Beech and Chadwick, 2013) state 

that the sports which have reached the phase of stratification, have no professional 

players, but that it might see people employed either part-time or full-time to 

administer the sport and its progress to the higher levels of the framework. The 

framework thereby shows how sports develop progressively through the stages 

from the foundation, till they reach the commercialization level where “... the clubs 

and the leagues have strong business relations with sponsors and with broadcasters” 

(Beech and Chadwick, 2013, p. 7) 

 

Governing bodies 

As pointed out above, Beech and Chadwick (2013) notes the importance that 

governing bodies have in the establishment and development of a sport and it is 

therefore important to clarify what is meant by a governing body and why it is so 

important for the sport that governing bodies are often founded in phase 2 of the 

above-mentioned framework.  
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According to Beech (Beech and Chadwick, 2013) in the ideal world we would strive 

to have only a single governing body for each sport, but this is almost impossible 

as governing bodies find themselves in geographically determined hierarchies. An 

example of this is English football association, which is under UEFA, which then 

again is then again under FIFA. An illustration of the hierarchical level of governing 

bodies can be found in appendix 2. 

 

Beech (Beech and Chadwick, 2013), states that there are 2 cases that happen in 

reference to the codification of the sport. One where the codification happens before 

a governing body is founded and one where codification coincides or follows the 

foundation of the governing body. He then claims that “The definition of the sport 

by a code which lacks the hand of a pre-existing governing body, leaves open the 

possibility of more than one governing body ´claiming´ the sport and seeking to 

govern it” (Beech p. 27, in Beech and Chadwick, 2013). According to Beech, a 

well-known case of this type of codification is the one of, where the rules were 

formulated in 1867, but the first governing body did not see the light until 1921, but 

shortly after other entities tried to claim the right to govern the sport. This has 

resulted in a situation in which at least 3 different governing bodies see themselves 

as the official body of boxing. However, this is uncommon compared to the case 

where the rules are set by an already existing governing body. 

Henry and Lee (2004; in Beech and Chadwick, 2013) argues that there exist 3 

different approaches to governing a sport, the systemic, organizational and the 

political. These approaches are according to Henry and Lee (2004; in Beech and 

Chadwick, 2013) not mutually exclusive as all approaches are seen as systemic, 

while the organizational and political approaches can be seen as subsets for the 

systemic governing bodies. According to Henry and Lee (2004; in Beech and 

Chadwick, 2013, table 2.4 p. 31) the systemic approach is concerned with 

competition, cooperation, and mutual adjustment between organizations, while the 

organizational approach is concerned with the normative, ethically informed 

standards of managerial behavior. Finally, the political approach concerns how the 

governments or governing bodies in sport ´steer´, rather than directly control, the 

behavior of organizations.  
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Creative destruction 

As eSport has emerged rapidly over the past decade it is fair to wonder where the 

number of audience and money for investments and sponsorship deals has come 

from. To analyze this the paper turns to the use of Joseph Schumpeter's concept of 

creative destruction (1942; Pfarrer and Smith, 2005).  

 

According to Schumpeter creative destruction is an “... evolutionary process within 

capitalism that “revolutionizes the economic structure from within, incessantly 

destroying the old one, incessantly creating the new one (Pfarrer and Smith, 2005 

p. 1). From this distinction, Pfarrer and Smith (2005) concludes that Schumpeter 

saw the market and competition as dynamic and flux. Schumpeter’s view on 

economics separates itself from many classic theories. According to Michael Porter, 

the classic economic theory believes that “... the key to competitive advantages and 

sustainable profits lies in the dampening of competition through barriers to entry 

and strategic positioning” (Porter, 1980; in Pfarrer and Smith, 2005 p. 1). 

Schumpeter takes another standpoint to this as he according to Pfaffer and Smith 

(2005), believes that “... Abnormal profits and competitive advantage are fleeting, 

due to the perennial gale of firm actions and rival reactions. Innovations and firm 

success lead to imitation, which leads to erosion of profits” (Pfaffer and Smith, 2005 

p. 1).  

  

A focal point in Schumpeter's theory is that, due to innovations, he sees the market 

as never reaching an equilibrium. ”These innovations or ´new combinations´ direct 

the flow of resources toward fulfillment of consumer needs as opportunities arise, 

and when an innovating firm takes action that generates profits, competitors will 

respond.” (Schumpeter, 1942; in Pfarrer and Smith, 2005 p. 2). Schumpeter's theory 

thereby shows that even when being a first mover and striking gold, other 

companies and competitors will try to imitate in order to get a piece of the cake. As 

the innovations gets imitated, the value of the innovation gets destroyed, which 
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makes the advantage and profit margins for the innovators disappear and fall. This 

slows the overall market expansion, and the market moves toward an equilibrium - 

right up till the moment when another innovation again shatters the status quo 

(Schumpeter 1934; Jacobson, 1992; in Pfarrer and Smith, 2005). 

 

Two sided markets 

In the sections above, Schumpeter's theory regarding innovations in the market was 

discussed and it is therefore present to continue the showcase of theories that 

regards how markets are composed. The following sections will therefore put 

forward the theory of Thomas Eisenmann et al (2006) in regard to strategies for 

two-sided markets. 

 

According to Eisenmann et al (2006) two sided networks differentiate themselves 

from other offerings in a vital way. In the traditional value chain, with the given 

company in the center, costs are seen as being on the left while revenue is to the 

right. With two sided networks, the costs and revenues are both to the left and the 

right. The reason for this is that the platform has distinct groups of users on each 

side. Because of this situation, the platform has costs connected to serving both 

groups, but can also receive revenue from both. However, it is often seen, and 

argued by the authors (Eisenmann et al; 2006), that one of the sides is subsidized, 

while the other side becomes the money side that pays for everything. In a two-

sided network, the two distinct groups are highly attracted to each other, and this is 

what economist call the network effect. “With two-sided network effects, the 

platform’s value to any given user largely depends on the number of users on the 

network’s other side. Value grows as the platform matches demand from both 

sides.” (Eisenmann et al; 2006 p. 3). A great example of this is the case of video 

game developers (Eisenmann et Al, 2006). According to the Eisenmann et al 

(2006), video game developers will only create games for platforms that have a 

large number of players, as they need a big customer base in order to make up for 

their initial development costs. 
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Spawned by the success of the network, the platform will experience increasing 

returns. The success of the two-sided network is to a large degree self-fulfilling, as 

users will like to pay more to access a bigger network and the margin therefore 

grows as the user base grows. In traditional businesses, margins tend to fall when 

the growth reaches a certain point, as the cost of acquiring the next customer 

increases. However, the situation is different with two-sided networks as the 

platform leaders can use their higher margins to either invest in research and 

development or to lower the prices and thereby forcing other platforms out of the 

market. Because of this effect two-sided networks are often dominated by a couple 

of large platforms that almost has a monopoly over the market (Eisenmann et al; 

2006). Eisenmann et al (2006) argues that in the most extreme situations a single 

company can beat out the other platforms and take almost 100% market share.   

  

Socialization agents 

In the book called “Understanding children as consumers”, Karin Ekström 

(Marshall, 2010) wrote a chapter about consumer socialization. The chapter draws 

on findings and insights from different scientists, to establish her arguments. 

Ekström (Marshall, 2010) argues that socialization agents are essential for 

children’s development towards becoming competent consumers. It is argued that 

the term consumption, covers both the act of consuming something, as well as the 

act of acquiring something. This study will draw upon the consumption aspect. 

Ekström argues that “A child can be competent in one situation, but not in another. 

Therefore, the consumer role need to be studied in specific context without 

generalizing from one another.” (Marshall, 2010 p. 43).  The context of this study 

will be egalitarian gamers. The reason for this is, that socialization agents might 

play a large role in the socialization of the youth, towards becoming competent 

eSports consumers. Ekström (Marshall, 2010) argues that “Many different 

socialization agents, (for example, parents, siblings, peers, retailers, media, 

advertising agencies and educators) affect a child's consumption experiences and 

the learning associated with the role as a consumer”.  
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The history of the video game and eSports 

industry - a timeline 

Throughout the beginning of the paper it has been stated, that the eSport industry 

of today can learn from historical events and that it can benefit from the knowledge 

and experiences generated from these events. The following sections will therefore 

give an overview of major events in the industry from the very inception in the 

1970´s up until the 2010´s were eSport has moved into the phase that it is in today. 

 

The 1970´s 

Even though eSport is new to many people, competitive video gaming has existed 

for almost 50 years, as the first recorded competitive gaming event was organized 

at Stanford university back in 1972, at which the competitors were competing in 

the game Spacewar (Kotaku.com, 2012). The prize for winning that particular 

competition amounted to a one-year subscription for the Rolling Stones Magazine 

(Kotaku.com, 2012).  

During the late 1970's video games such as ‘Pac-Man’ and ‘Space invaders’ became 

very popular as arcade games, which were installed in bars, restaurants and actual 

arcade halls set up with all the popular games of the time. Arcade games 

differentiate from today's video games and are often characterized to “…have short 

levels, which rapidly increase in difficulty with simple and intuitive controls. Game 

players are essentially renting the game for as long as the game avatar is alive” 

(Techopedia.com, n.d.) As the games were set up this way, high score lists became 

the competitive scene back in the days, as it enabled players to compete against 

each other. Players could either compete by being at the same physical location at 

the same time, or by comparing recorded high scores.  As the games gained 

popularity, the best players started to become interested in how they were doing 

compared to other top tier players. Reaching the best high score therefore became 

immensely important as a way to measure the skills of the people playing the 

particular game. This though created a problem as there was no official record 

keeping of the scores. Off course a player might know that he or she had the best 
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score on a machine or in a geographic area, but they could not compare their skills 

to other players in the country and much less the whole world. Moreover, many 

gamers had a tendency to exaggerate their records as it could not be controlled if 

the high score was correct. 

 

1980´s - The boom of arcade games and the video 

game crash 

 In the late 1970's and early 1980's the arcade games industry grew immensely and 

“As the 1980s wore on, it would see the rise of several companies that recorded 

video game high scores. One such company was ‘Twin Galaxies’ that promoted 

video games and publicized high scores and records on publications such as the 

Guinness Book of World Records” (Bountie gaming, n.d.) 

As of today, Twin Galaxies still exist and are still working as a record keeper and 

ranking supplier for a variety of eSports and their players and as they state 

themselves, ”Twin Galaxies provides competitive leaderboards and built in 

tournament systems for the performance to be measured against, recorded into, 

recognized and appreciated” (Twingalaxies.com, n.d.) 

One of the most recognized classic arcade game players is Billy Mitchell, for his 

listing as holding the records for high scores in six games including Pac-Man and 

Donkey Kong in the 1985 issue of the Guinness book of world records. 

(Oxfordamerican.org, 2015). As the quote shows, video game skills were highly 

acknowledged in the beginning of the 1980´s, but like the rest of the industry it 

suffered a downturn following the 1983 crash of the North American video game 

market.  in 1992 was only approximately 30% of the revenue generated in 1981 As 

a showcase for the rather fast downturn of the arcade games, Guinness World 

Records decided to discontinue their video game activities by 1987 

(Oxfordamerican.org, 2015) 

 

In 1983 the video game industry experienced a crash and “between 1983 and 1985 

this fledgling industry contracted by an astounding 97%, devastating video game 

companies and leading many leading industry critics to predict the end of home 
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video games” (Bugsplat.com, 2017). This crash was mainly caused by a market 

saturation, which means that almost every person who would either purchase a 

video game consoles or play on it were already doing it or had grown tired of it and 

therefore did not put money into the industry any longer. The saturation of the video 

game industry was to a large extent caused by the technical development, which 

made room for new and cheaper consoles and games. The market therefore became 

flooded with different consoles, and the consumers had too many choices, and way 

too little information about the different alternatives. Furthermore, third party game 

developers became a massive problem, as nobody could control the quality of the 

games that were published. This eventually led to a genuine mistrust to the industry 

(Youtube.com, 1, 2009.  

 

The resurrection of the industry 

Arguably one of the most important consoles of the 1980´s, and perhaps ever, was 

Nintendo´s “Nintendo Entertainment System”, which hit the American market in 

1985 (Wired.com, 2010). The Japanese video game industry had not been hit as 

hard as the North American had during the saturation years, but the American 

“Retailers didn't want to listen to the little startup Nintendo of America talk about 

how its Japanese parent company had a huge hit with the Famicom [the 1983 Asian 

release of what became NES]. In America, videogames were dead, dead, dead. 

Personal computers were the future, and anything that just played games but 

couldn't do your taxes was hopelessly backwards.” (Wired.com, 2010) 

 

Already in 1989, just 4 years after NES got introduced to the American market, 

Nintendo’s revenue was as much as $ 5 billion, which was more than the whole 

industry received back in 1983. Compared to 1988 Nintendo’s revenue increased 

with 40 %, showing how rapidly the new consoles were penetrating the market, but 

the revenue also gave Nintendo a 20% share of the entire toy market in the USA. 

Further, video games and gaming consoles became a common commodity in 

American households with one out every five homes owning a NES. (Kinder, 

1993). One of the big reasons for Nintendo's success with the NES, was arguably 
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the game Super Mario, which is one of the biggest franchise hits in all of video 

gaming (Redbull.com, 2016). It is though interesting that Mario was not new to the 

world of computer games as the character had occurred in the popular Donkey Kong 

arcade game released in 1981 under the name Jumpman and in 1983 got his own 

arcade game named Mario Bros (Fantendo.com, n.d.). Looking at the pictures 

beneath a clear connection can be seen from the 1981 Jumpman to the 1985 Mario 

figuring in the Super Mario release for NES.  

 

Picture from (Toastime, n.d.) 

  

The 1980´s also saw the first showcase of video games being aired on television in 

the game show called Starcade. In the game show the contestants competed head to 

head against each other in knowledge about, and actual skills in video games, with 

the ultimate chance of winning a prize. The show first aired in December of 1982 

and ran until it was discontinued in 1984, having amassed over 130 episodes in the 

time span. In January 2017 it was announced that ‘Shout! factory’ had acquired the 

television rights for the show and intended to reboot it, but as of February 2018, no 

specific date for a return has yet been set (IGN, 2017).  

The first publicly open video game competition 

As mentioned in the beginning of the history section, the first recorded 

eSport/gaming event was held at Stanford university all the way back in 1972. This 

event was though only open for the students at Stanford university. The world  
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therefore, had to wait almost a decade longer before the first completely open video 

game competition was organized in 1980 with players competing in Space invaders. 

The competition attracted more than ten thousand participants (See picture below) 

and as Space invaders was a household name at the time, it also got a lot of media 

attention (Bountie gaming, n.d.). This tournament, together with other similar 

events, laid the foundation for what would eventually become eSports as we know 

it today, as it introduced some of the aspects of playing side by side like the it is 

seen in the big LAN events today. 

   

1990´s - The evolution of new games 

As personal computers became continuously more popular during the 1990´s, it also 

started to impact the video game industry and continued the evolution into the 

eSports as it is known today, which was started with the 1980 tournament 

mentioned above. As so, the “1997’s Red Annihilation tournament for the first-

person shooter (FPS) “Quake” is widely considered to have been the first real 

instance of eSports, drawing over 2,000 participants. The winner received a Ferrari 

previously owned by John Carmack, lead developer of “Quake.” (Adanai.com, 

2013). Compared to earlier competitions the reward was now sponsored by people 

with great interest in the game becoming a success, and not just a subscription to 

The Rolling Stones Magazine as was the case with the 1972 event at Stanford 

university. However, the players were not considered professional in the sense that 

they did not receive any kind of salary from their team. Just weeks after the 

tournament, the Cyberathlete Professional League was founded as one of the first 

 
Picture taken from http://i.imgur.com/5Yo11U1.jpg 
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major gaming leagues (Adanai.com, 2013). Later the same year, the league held its 

first tournament and a year later the prize for winning the tournament was already 

up to $15.000 (Adanai.com, 2013). 

 

“At this time, most eSports focused on first person shooters, sports games, and 

arcade-style games, but the late 90s also saw the release of the breakout real-time 

strategy (RTS) hit “StarCraft: Brood War. which was released in 1998” 

(Adanai.com, 2013). However, the Wave of RTS games started 4 years earlier in 

1994, with the release of Warcraft: Orcs and humans. To a large degree warcraft 

can be seen as the backbone for the success of StarCraft: Brood war as “During 

early development, StarCraft used the Warcraft 2 engine” (StarCraft.wikia, n.d.). 

When Warcraft 3 was released in 2002, Blizzard introduced the feature ‘world 

editor, which allowed the community to create their own maps. By 2003 Blizzard 

published the expansion pack Warcraft 3: Frozen Throne. This expansion fostered 

a variety of different games within Warcraft 3, with one of the most famous being 

’Defense of the Ancient’. Defense of the Ancient can be seen as a relay baton, since 

the idea of the map originated back to the StarCraft Brood Ward modification ’Aeon 

of Strife’, and through the development of 3 different modifiers, laid the foundation 

for the new game genre ‘Multiplayer Online Battle Arena’. The most famous games 

of this type would arguably have to be Valve’s ‘Defense of the ancient 2’ and Riot 

Games’ ‘League of Legends’. The Multiplayer Online Battle Arena games are 

similar in nature to the Real Time Strategy games, but only allows the player to 

control one hero or character and thereby make them rely on cooperation and 

communication with teammates in order to succeed in the game (Adanai.com, 

2013). 

 

“Compared to the FPS [First Person Shooter] games, the RTS [Real Time Strategy] 

games required long time planning and strategic knowledge and has by many been 

seen as an up to date version of chess” (Adanai.com, 2013). The universe of 

StarCraft offered a limitless strategic arena and can be seen as the first professional 

eSport as, according to the Oxford dictionary, a person would have to be “Engaged 

in a specified activity as one's main paid occupation rather than as an amateur” in 
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order for the player to be professional (Oxford, professional, n.d.). This was the 

case with StarCraft Brood War in Korea, as the players were hired by established 

organizations, and were paid a salary for playing the game. The Korean case of 

StarCraft Brood War will be elaborated upon later in the paper, following the 

historic walkthrough. 

 

Another important game that was released in the 1990´s was Valve’s game Half-

life. Half-life (Gamasutra.com, 2006) is a First-Person shooter game, and became 

the foundation for what is now known as Counter-Strike, since Counter-Strike was 

a modification build on top of the Half-life game engine. Half-life won more than 

50 PC “Game of the Year” titles during its prime time and is to this day considered 

by many as one of the best games ever made. Essentially Half-life is built on a 

heavily modified version of the game engine, which was used to develop Quake. 

The connection to Quake and Counter-Strike shows the relationship that exist 

between many of the popular eSport games. In the world of eSport, it is a tendency 

that the popular titles nowadays actually started out as mods of existing games, 

developed, and popularized by the community. This can also be seen with titles 

such as Defense of the ancient 2, League of Legends, Heroes of the storm, Heroes 

of Newearth, which were all build upon the Warcraft 3 map called ´Aeon of Strife´. 

2000´s - The early growth explosion 

During the early 2000´s the eSport industry grew even more popular, with more 

tournaments and the uprising of the games that are now the backbone of the 

industry. The year of 2005 became the year, that eSport for the first time hit 

American television, when Cyberathlete made a deal with the television channel 

MTV about broadcasting a 30-minute special of the Cyberathlete world tour final 

(Kernalmag.dailydot.com, 2016). However, the special did not change the state of 

the scene, and even though many tournament organizers tried to follow up on the 

work that had been done by Cyberathlete, televised eSport did never break through. 

The outcome that Cyberathlete professional league experienced on television was 

also the case of Major league Gaming, which was founded in 2002 and has since 

moved into becoming one of the most successful leagues of today, with a focus on 
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various games and genres. “MLG was also the first tournament to be [live] televised 

in North America, with a 2006 “Halo 2” series being shown on the USA Network, 

though it did not succeed in establishing a major television presence over the long 

haul.” (Adanai.com, 2013).  

 

Due to the television failures, eSport suffered a downturn in the western world, 

since people had expected broadcasting to be the element that would skyrocket the 

industry into the mainstream. However, in March 2007, the website Justin.tv went 

live, and this turned out to be an immensely important stepping stone for eSport 

(Wikipedia.org, justin.tv, 2018). Justin.tv was a website that allowed anyone to 

broadcast a wide variety of live videos online. One of the seminal features of 

Justin.tv was that the users could live stream to an unlimited number of viewers for 

free and that no registration was required in order to watch the broadcasts. Only 

streams that were seen as containing potential offensive content required a 

registration to make sure that the content was only available to people over the age 

of 18. After approximately 1 year, Justin.tv had grown so big that they introduced 

overall categories of content, so viewers could differ between it. One of the most 

successful categories became the streaming of video games or gaming and by June 

2011 this category had grown so big that Justin.tv moved all its gaming content to 

a new website called twitch.tv (Twitch.tv, 2011). Twitch.tv continued to grow and 

in 2014 Amazon bought the company for $970 m (BBC.com, 2014) showing a great 

interest in the growth of gaming and eSport. The move by Amazon was also an 

attempt to challenge YouTube’s, and hereby Google’s, leading position in the 

online video market. Since the acquisition, Twitch has continued to grow and by 

2018 the site has over 15 million unique daily visitors (BBC.com, 2014). 

Furthermore, since their launch in 2011, Twitch has partnered with ESL to 

broadcast ESL-produced events such as the Intel Extreme Masters tournaments 

which through the years have set numerous records for concurrent viewers 

(ESLgaming.com, 1, 2016) 
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Case presentation: Korea 

The previous sections have outlined some of the major historic events, up until the 

2010´s, that have impacted the industry and helped form it into what it is today. As 

stated in the beginning of the paper, it is assumed that the western world can learn 

from the past experiences, especially from Korea. As such, the subsequent sections 

will give an insight to the problems that the Korean eSport industry has faced.  

 

It is a well-established fact that competitive video gaming, or eSports, has a 

dominant place in the South Korean culture, and that the country has one of the 

most structured setups in the world. One of the reasons that eSports has become 

immensely popular in South Korea, is due to the rise of PC bangs. PC bangs are 

what would be called an “internet café” in the western world. The first PC was set 

up in 1988 (Wikipedia.org, PC bang, 2018) and was not actually called a PC bang, 

but an electronic cafe, where computers were linked with a telephone line. The cafe 

did not gain the popularity that it hoped for and had to shut down three years later. 

The first internet cafe, which would later become the PC bang, were opened in 1994 

and immediately became popular amongst the Korean population. The popularity 

accelerated even more by 1998 when StarCraft was released. For many young 

Koreans, a PC bang is not just a place to play video games, but a safe environment 

where they can have fun and socialize with their peers.  

 

Back in 2000 The ‘Korean eSports Association’ [KeSPA] (Wikipedia.org, KeSPA, 

2018) was founded, after approval from the Korean Ministry of Culture, Sports and 
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Tourism. KeSPA aims at legitimizing eSports as a real sport, and by 2012 they had 

the responsibility for 25 different eSports in Korea. Furthermore, it is KeSPA’s 

responsibility to help KeSPA partner teams, to find and maintain relationships with 

sponsors. When looking at the current situation in Korea, many eSports enthusiasts 

would think that Korea has a solid setup. However, the journey has been bumpy 

and has not always looked like the fairy tale that it might seem like today. Being 

the governing body for eSports in Korea, KeSPA has fought many battles with 

stakeholders. The tv channel OnGameNet [OGN] has been part of the eSports scene 

in Korea all the way from beginning and they think that they were a big part of the 

success that eSports has achieved. Due to this, many disputes are actually KeSPA 

vs OGN vs “Game developers” like Blizzard or Riot games. 

 

Already back in 2002 (Wikipedia.org, StarCraft competition, 2018), the RTS game 

StarCraft Brood War had a well-established eSports scene, where big companies 

like SK telecom, Samsung and KT, were sponsoring some of the best teams. The 

professional tournaments such as “OnGameNet starleague” were organized by the 

tv-stations, and those tournaments were overseen by KeSPA (Liquipedia.net, 

KeSPA, 2017). In fact, OnGameNet starleague started as a TV-show on another 

channel called “Tooniverse” (Wikipedia.org, Starleague, 2018), but in 2000 the 

tournament spun-off into OGN. OGNs specific purpose was to create and broadcast 

content relevant to competitive gaming (Wikipedia.org, OGN, 2018) This means 

that it is the tv-stations in South Korea, that owned the rights to the big tournaments, 

but it was KeSPA who had the job of making sure that everything was going 

according to the book.  

 

It is highly important to note here, that the game developer of “Blizzard” had 

nothing to do with growing eSports in Korea throughout the era of StarCraft Brood 

War, which means that all the work to bring forth eSport, where done by KeSPA 

and the tournament organizers like OGN and MBCgames. During 2008, Blizzard 

became aware of how massive the StarCraft Brood War eSports scene had become, 

and they contacted KeSPA with the intention to charge royalties for any future use 

of their game, by trying to enforce their intellectual property rights. This became 
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the beginning of a battle that would shake the foundation of eSport in South Korea. 

Blizzard’s request was denied by KeSPA, OGN and MBCgames, with the argument 

that Blizzard never had had a problem with the 3 parts using the game, and that 

Blizzard only wanted to enforce their intellectual property rights, in order to make 

money now that the scene had grown to the size that it had. The problem for 

Blizzard was, that even though they could prove that the game had been used for 

tournaments, the data never were on Blizzard’s servers, since tournaments were 

played through the LAN-function, which meant that Blizzard had no actual data to 

use in any legal action. Alongside the above-mentioned development, a new 

StarCraft Brood War tournament was created by the streaming service called 

GOMTV (Liquipedia.net, esf, 2015).  

 

In contrast to the leagues organized by OGN and MBCgames, the new league 

“GOMTV Classic” was not affiliated with KeSPA but they allowed KeSPA teams 

and players to participate in the league. By 2009, when GOMTV Classic was going 

through its third season, seven of the major teams, like SK Telecom T1, withdrew 

from the league, and many assumptions began to sprout in the community. All the 

teams that withdrew from the tournament, were KeSPA teams, and parts of the 

StarCraft Brood War community believed that the teams had withdrawn in order 

for KeSPA to get back at Blizzard, who had been the main sponsor for GOMTV 

Classic in the third season and was going to be the future sponsor for the league. 

Due to the lack of teams, GOMTV Classic had to shut down its StarCraft Brood 

War operations until the release of StarCraft 2, which we will return to later. 

(Liquipedia.net, esf, 2015) 

  

By 2009 (Kotaku.com, 2009) Blizzard launched their “Battle.net 2.0”, and from 

that point on, every match played in any blizzard game, would have to be played 

online through the use Blizzard servers. It is unknown in the gaming community, 

whether the launch was a direct response to the KeSPA situation, but many people 

argue for a correlation between the events. The original battle.net was an “online 

gaming, social networking, digital distribution, and digital rights management 

platform” (Wikipedia.org, battle.net, 2018) made by Blizzard, and the 2.0 edition 
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added the full integration of Battle.net into the games, as every Blizzard game 

would now have to be launched through the platform, which further forced the 

games to run through the Blizzard servers. In 2010, Blizzard launched StarCraft 2 

(Wikipedia.org, StarCraft2, 2016), fully aiming for the game to become an eSport.  

 

With the launch of StarCraft 2, Blizzard did not only release a new title that would 

generate new revenue streams, they also engaged in a battle of power with KeSPA. 

Since the two parties never settled upon the rights to organize and broadcast 

StarCraft Brood War, the conflict continued with the launch of StarCraft 2, which 

eventually ended with Blizzard partnering up with GOMTV instead of OGN or 

MBCgames (Pcgamer.com, 2016). KeSPA responded to the partnership in a rather 

aggressive fashion, by disallowing all their teams to participate in the StarCraft 2 

leagues. However, this didn’t stop KeSPA’s StarCraft activities, since they, in 

collaboration with OGN and MBCgames, kept organizing StarCraft Brood War 

leagues with the well-established teams. By 2011 (Wikipedia.org, KeSPA, 2018) 

OGN and MBCgames finally came to an agreement with Blizzard and were allowed 

to legally broadcast StarCraft Brood War. By 2012 another governing body, namely 

the “eSports federation” (ESF) (Liquipedia.net, esf, 2015), was founded by most of 

the non-KeSPA StarCraft 2 professional teams, with a purpose of promoting 

eSports globally, and securing player rights. During 2012, KeSPA began to 

recognize StarCraft 2, and started planning how to transition from StarCraft Brood 

War to StarCraft 2, and how to shut down their StarCraft Brood war tournaments 

in an orderly fashion.  

 

Although KeSPA had recognized StarCraft 2 as an eSport, a major dispute occurred 

between KeSPA and ESF, in the period from august 23rd to 27th 2012 

(Liquipedia.net, Dispute in Korea, 2016). KeSPA announced that they were not 

allowing their teams to compete in ESF’s upcoming Global StarCraft League 

season 4. ESF responded by withdrawing all their teams from OGN’s OnGameNet 

Starleague, and stated that they would uphold this, until KeSPA would let their 

teams compete in the Global StarCraft League season 4. KeSPA responded shortly 

after, by allowing their teams to participate in the Global StarCraft League season 
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5. However, ESF did not find this to be enough, since the KeSPA statement only 

said something about the season 5, and nothing about season 4 or the seasons after 

the 5th, and ESF still did not allow their teams to participate in the OnGameNet 

Starleague. However, by August 27th, KeSPA eventually allowed their teams to 

participate in the upcoming season 4.  

 

With KeSPA loosening up towards ESF, things in Korea finally seemed to reach a 

stable, but all the involved parties had either missed or neglected the fact that 

StarCraft Brood War was still more popular amongst the fans than StarCraft 2 had 

become (Youtube.com, 2, 2015). When KeSPA transitioned their StarCraft Brood 

War teams to StarCraft 2, they would also need all the fans to transition to the new 

title, which did not happen as presumed. In a combination of lack of fans, and an 

abundance of professional StarCraft 2 players and teams, the scene faced a 

sponsorship problem, where some of the big sponsors were either scaling down on 

investment, or completely stepping away from the scene. The reason for this, was 

that the value of each sponsorship was decreasing immensely, due to the many 

teams that could act as a platform for exposure of the sponsors. During the 

following years, many of the big teams found out that they were unable to sustain 

their large rosters of players, and the StarCraft 2 scene were faced with waves of 

retirement.  

 

Besides fighting all the battles with competitors and potential partners, KeSPA has 

faced scandals involving some of their players in both StarCraft Brood War and 

StarCraft 2. In 2010, 11 StarCraft Brood war professional players were facing 

charges for match-fixing which occurred back in 2009 (Wikipedia.org, KeSPA, 

2018). The players had allegedly leaked information and thrown matches, which 

allowed illegal betting sites to make a huge profit. Consequently, all the players 

were banned from KeSPA and some of the players were fined by the government. 

in 2015, history would repeat itself when nine professional StarCraft 2 players, 

including two from KeSPA, were accused of match fixing, and later convicted. The 

2015 incident were a hard hit for the StarCraft 2 scene in Korea. Partly since match 

fixing had occurred before, and partly because one of the involved KeSPA players, 
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Lee “Life” Seung, was considered to be one of the most dominating players at that 

time.  

 

In October 2016 (Rockpapershotgun.com, 2016), KeSPA announced that they 

would be shutting down their StarCraft activities and focus on other titles. The 

reasons for this were partly StarCraft related and partly due to outside factors. As 

described in this section of the paper, the historical match fixing scandals and the 

decline of professional players and teams, together with the decline in spectators 

and sponsors, were all factors that had a massive impact on especially the StarCraft 

2 scene. StarCraft had been the game that pioneered the eSports industry, and this 

would also be the demise of the game in Korea, since other games had begun to 

gain a lot of popularity. One of these games were the “Multiplayer Online Battle 

Arena” called League of Legends. League of Legends had been launched in 2009 

(Wikipedia.org, LOL, 2018) and by 2016 the game had gained a worldwide 

audience. However, just as with StarCraft Brood War and StarCraft 2, the 

development of League of Legends had not been an easy path. 

 

The history repeats itself 

In the first two years of League of Legends’s professional scene, the tournaments 

were hosted as a series of single events by third parties, such as Intel Extreme 

Masters and Major League Gaming, which in the end would culminate in the world 

championship hosted by game developer Riot games, based on which teams had 

performed the best throughout the year (Wikipedia.org, LCS, 2018). In 2012 

however, Riot Games announced that they would create the League of Legends 

Championship series for Europe and North America (EU/NA LCS) by 2013. Each 

season would contain two splits, which would lead up to the world championships. 

The EU and NA LCS would each host 8 teams, which by 2015 would become 10 

teams. While this transition happened rather smoothly in the west, the situation was 

a bit different in Korea due to some of the same dynamics that were present with 

StarCraft.  
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The following sections revolves around the OGN, Riot Korea and KeSPA dispute 

and is entirely based on statements made by Christopher Mykles, an American 

OGN employee, who has been a part of the eSports industry for a long time 

(Youtube.com, 2, 2015). When League of Legends launched in 2009, there was no 

Korean Server, and the Koreans who wanted to play, had to play on the American 

server. The Korean server first came out on December 12, 2011. By the 13th of 

January 2012, which was just one month after the release, OGN hosted the 

OnGameNet League of Legends invitational, which was a single event that 

consisted of six teams. Just two months after this invitational, OGN launched their 

“Spring champions” which was a long-term tournament. It is important to notice 

here, that this was an entire year before the beginning of the LCS, and that KeSPA 

had nothing to do with League of Legends at this point in time, which means that 

OGN was doing everything by themselves. When OGN launched “summer 

champions” in July the same year, KeSPA started to get involved, but did not really 

have anything to do with the operations of the tournaments, and this is where it 

becomes a little weird. OGN is owned by the company ‘CJ E&M’, and the first 

League of Legends team to join KeSPA was ‘CJ Entus’. By doing this, CJ made a 

big investment into League of Legends, since they are hosting the league, and 

spending money to get a team into KeSPA, which can be seen as a move to get 

more teams into KeSPA, which eventually would make the professional League of 

Legends scene in Korea more established.   

 

By “champions winter 2012/2013”, another KeSPA organization joins the 

tournament. The team was ‘KT Rolster’, but KT actually had two teams that joined 

the tournament. ‘Champions spring 2013’ became a big thing, since SK Telecom - 

who was a dominant organization in StarCraft - joined the tournament and CJ 

acquires a new team, which means that three KeSPA organizations, each with two 

teams, were in the league and more were to join later. By 2014, seven KeSPA 

organizations were in the tournament, each with two teams. The structure was still 

that of a tournament, which were rather punishing for sponsors, since they could 

lose half of their investment of the team did not go through the qualifiers. By this 
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point in time, OGN wanted to change the structure, so that it reminded of the setup 

in from StarCraft Brood War which essentially gave more stability for the sponsors, 

by making a longer running league structure. However, by the end of 2014, Riot 

games Korea and perhaps KeSPA, were not thrilled with the setup where an 

organization had two teams, since they could e.g. be part of match fixing. Even 

though OGN were not agreeing with this, they accepted to change the format, so no 

organization could have two teams.  

 

By the end of 2015, SPOTV came into the picture and KeSPA gave them the rights 

to broadcast ‘KeSPA Cup’, which normally had been a preseason thing for 

‘Champions’, and it had been something OGN had broadcasted before. Following 

this, KeSPA, Riot Games Korea and SPOTV wanted OGN to hand over 50% of the 

broadcasting rights for ‘Champions’ to SPOTV, based on the argument that 

broadcast competition would heighten the quality. This means that just as it was 

seen with StarCraft, the game developer and a new broadcaster enters the scene that 

OGN had established and developed and are chipping away market share from 

OGN. ‘Champions’’ were later converted into what is known as ‘League of 

Legends Champions Korea’ [LCK] However, in this case OGN was not supported 

by KeSPA as they were with StarCraft. By December 4th, 2015, KeSPA “issued a 

statement on Facebook, translated by a Reddit user, signalizing its support of Riot 

games Korea [Riot Games Korea]” (ESportsobserver.com, 2017) claims of owning 

the LCK, due to trademark rights.. Fast forward to November 2017, where the 

dispute escalated, due to Riot Games Korea announcing that they would be making 

their own League of Legends arena and producing their own content. OGN had 

apparently had enough, and by December 26th, 2017, they announced that they 

were going to part ways with KeSPA after the 2018 LCK (ESportsobserver.com, 

2017).   

Another problem with gaming 

The massive success of eSports in Korea, seems for many people as mainly positive, 

but they tend to forget the back side of the medal. In recent years, it has been 

estimated that one out of ten children (Businessinsider.com, 2015), which 

https://www.reddit.com/r/leagueoflegends/comments/3veckg/kespas_statement_on_the_2016_lck_conflict/
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accumulates to 680.000, suffers from gaming addicting, and VICE Media even says 

that this number is an underestimate, and that up to 50% of south Korea’s youth 

might be affected. In the documentary made by VICE, a Korean Neuropsychiatrist 

also state that up to 90% of all addiction problems in South Korea, is due to gaming 

addiction. Back in 2011, the South Korean government passed the “shutdown law”, 

also known as the Cinderella law, which prohibited people under the age of 16 to 

play video games from midnight and until 6 o’clock the next morning. However, 

the Cinderella law did not completely solve the problem, since children were able 

to enter gaming websites by using their parents ID-cards. Gaming addiction is such 

a massive problem in South Korea, that government paid medical facilities have 

been set up all around Korea just to treat gaming addicts.     

Present 

The previous sections have outlined the case of the Korean eSport industry and the 

problems that they have had to face. The eSport industry has though not stop its 

development past the 2010´s where the historic walkthrough ended. Therefore, the 

next sections will display the major events that has happened within the last decade 

but has already made an impact into the industry.  

 

Today the biggest company in the eSport industry is the Electronic Sports League 

(ESL) (Engadget, 2015). As the name ESL indicates, the company is the host and 

organizer of different eSport leagues in games such as Overwatch and Counter 

Strike. ESL is not only the host of these leagues, but are responsible for the whole 

production, setting up the stages for the big tournaments and events and producing 

their own broadcast of these tournaments and games, which they broadcast through 

their Twitch channels. As of 2018, ESL has partnered with Facebook to exclusively 

broadcast the English spoken broadcasts of their leagues and events, such as the 

ESL Pro League and ESL One on Facebook, while keeping other language streams 

on Twitch (Forbes.com, 2018). 

Besides the above mentioned, ESL also organize the ́ Intel Extreme Masters´, which 

is a circuit tournament that consist of 5 events, whereof the winners of 4 of these 

events are directly qualified to the Intel Extreme Masters in Katowice, which by 
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many is seen as the World championships in these given eSports. Many eSports 

enthusiasts would argue that the ESL productions are some of the most prestigious 

in the industry, and that these productions are what people associate eSports with. 

Besides hosting and broadcasting the above-mentioned tournaments and events, 

ESL has also been a major part in the establishment of the “World eSports 

Association”, which will be elaborated upon in the following sections regarding 

ESL. 

MTG buys ESL 

In the summer of 2015 the digital entertainment company Modern Times Group 

(MTG), mostly known for its tv distribution company Viasat, bought a 74% stake 

in Turtle Entertainment, the holding company for the ESL, for a sum of $87 million. 

The acquisition allowed for a partnering of MTG´s knowledge of creating quality 

tv productions and ESL´s platform and knowledge of the eSport industry. 

According to Ralf Reichert, the CEO of ESL, “MTG’s network in over 100 

countries, and broadcast sports experience, will help bring ESL and eSports to many 

more places around the world, while allowing ESL to continue expanding on strong, 

strategic local partnerships.” (Fortune.com, 2015) and further “MTG opens up 

unlimited access to production resources, as well as various TV stations in strategic 

and important new markets.” (Fortune.com, 2015). This new partnership has e.g. 

fostered the creation of Esportstv.org (Viasat.dk, n.d.), an online streaming channel 

which only contains eSport content and provides over 1.000 live tournament hours 

per year. 

 

WESA - The World eSports Association 

In 2016 ESL, together with some of the most established eSports organizations in 

Counter Strike, created the World ESport Association (WESA), in an attempt “...to 

create an open and inclusive organization to oversee standardized tournament 

regulations, player representation as well as revenue sharing for teams” 

(Eslgaming.com, 2, 2016). WESA however, already faced a massive headwind in 

the start, as the team Faze Clan decided to pay a fee of $50.000 to leave the new 
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organization, just hours after it was officially founded (Kotaku.com, 2016). One of 

the main disputes between FaZe and WESA was that FaZe did not want to give 

WESA exclusive rights to represent and market their brand, which was one of the 

reasons why WESA was founded as they could look after the "bundling of sporting 

and commercial interests of the teams that are members" (Kotaku.com, 2016). 

 

Present day, facts and figures 

The paper has since the theory section and up until this point outlined the historic 

events that have helped shaped the gaming and eSports industry to what it is today. 

To illustrate the size of the eSport industry of today, the following sections is 

allocated to show some of the numerical facts and numbers such as prize pools, 

audience size etc. 

 

Going back to the first competition held at Stanford university back in 1972 the 

prize for winning was a one-year subscription for the Rolling stones magazine. 

Forwarding 45 years to 2017, the prize pool is overshadowed by the $ 24.7 million 

prize pool which was divided between the 18 teams (90 players) that competed in 

´The international 2017´ where the participants competed in ‘Defense of the 

Ancient 2’’ (Esportsearnings.com, 2, n.d.). In total 3.909 tournaments were held in 

2017 (Esportsearnings.com, 1, n.d.), which amounts to over 10 tournaments each 

day and with some of these tournaments being multi day events, which for the 

finalist means that the tournament last for a couple of days, and thereby gives way 

for a lot of eSport tournament hours. All together these 3.909 tournaments amassed 

prize pools for over $112 million, but as $24.7 million was allocated to the ‘Defense 

of the Ancient’’ international, the prize pool for the smallest tournaments have not 

generated much money and the difference between the big and prestigious 

tournaments and the small ones are big, as the average was just shy of $ 29.000. 

Looking at the numbers historically, it can be seen that since 2010, the number of 

tournaments and average prize pool per tournament has grown by more than 4 

times, while the total prize pool has increased by 20 times in under a decade. These 

numbers show the rapid growth of eSport, but interestingly enough the average 
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player income from prize money is only $6.600, which shows that out of the 17.000 

players mentioned in this report, only the top elite players can make enough money 

to live from playing computer games. Even though many of the players are on 

contract with organizations, many teams and players still rely on prize money as an 

income, as they, compared to traditional sport teams, don't have the same revenue 

stream as traditional sports teams, who e.g. receive revenue from gate keepings etc. 

 

Newzoo 

As it has been shown in the historic walkthrough of the gaming and eSport industry, 

eSport has developed massively over the past decades. As such these next sections 

is allocated to display the industry in terms of numbers on audience and revenues 

etc. In regard to this, the paper turns to the eSport intelligence company Newzoo, 

which, in their annual market reports have made several forecasts about the market. 

These reports are expected to be valid, and it is not the intention of this paper to put 

a question mark on the reports. However, the forecasts only show that the industry 

will be growing on all parameters, which is interpreted to be positive, but nothing 

is stated about how the different parameters might be impacting each other 

negatively. 

 

In February of 2018 Newzoo (Newzoo.com, 1, 2018) estimated that the total eSport 

audience would reach 380 million, which was estimated to be divided with 165 

million being eSports enthusiast and 215 million following eSport occasionally. 

According to the report the numbers are estimated to grow by approximately 50% 

in 2021. An interesting number that really sets the eSport industry aside from 

traditional sports is that eSports has to a large degree developed through the use of 

streaming and double-sided networks (Which will be analyzed later), while 

traditional sports feast on more traditional revenue streams like media rights, ticket 

sales etc. As such, the average revenue per spectator is estimated to be $5.50 in 

2018, while the same number for NBA and NFL is respectively 12 and 20 times 

bigger (Newzoo.com, 2017). Of course, these numbers only show the best leagues 

and not every single basketball or American football teams average revenue per 
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spectator, but it shows the comparison between eSports and traditional sports. The 

figures from Newzoo is especially interesting as eSport is born global and the 

biggest tournaments therefore has more viewers than traditional sports as 

approximately 350 million watched the League of Legends mid-season-invitational 

and the world championships, while the Super Bowl and NBA finals were seen by 

just around 110 and 30 million respectively (Rollingstone.com, 2017). 

 

In early 2017 Newzoo (Newzoo.com, 2017) forecasted that sponsors would 

contribute with $266,3 million in 2017, an increase by 57,7% compared to 2016. In 

the newest report of 2018 (Newzoo.com, 2018), the sponsors are forecasted to 

contribute with $359,4 million in 2018 an increase of 53,2% from 2017. Advertisers 

on the other hand, were forecasted to contribute with $155,3 million in 2017, which 

would be an increase of 21% from 2016, while the forecast for 2018 shows that 

advertisers will contribute with $173,8 million, increasing by 23,8% compared to 

2017.  

 

As it can be seen from the 2018 market report (Newzoo.com, 2, 2018) that Newzoo 

had to adjust their expectations of audience growth from their 2017 report to their 

2018 report. In 2017, it was forecasted that the audience size would hit 385m in 

2017, and that the number would be 589m by 2020. In the 2018 report, it can be 

seen that the audience size of 2017 only hit 335 million. The forecast for 2018 

shows an audience size of 380m views, and this number should allegedly increase 

to 557 million by 2021. 

 

Mentioning the number of audiences, it is fair to look at the evolution of streaming 

channels such as Twitch.tv. One of the most popular games in 2018 has been 

Fortnite (Appendix 3) and in April 2018, the streamer called Ninja shattered his 

own record, which had just been set about a month earlier, for the most concurrent 

viewers in a stream. At the opening of the Las Vegas eSports arena, Ninja starred 

alongside other top Fortnite players and at the peak, the number of concurrent 

viewers hit 667.000. Further ESPN has reported that Ninja was the third most 

interacted with person in March of 2018, behind only Cristiano Ronaldo and Lebron 
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James (Pcgamer.com, 2018), showing how big eSport has grown and that it in the 

online communities is able to compete with some of the biggest athletes in the 

world. 
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Analysis 

The egalitarian level 

In the sections above, the structure of the analysis and the pitfalls that was identified 

from the historical data, has been outlined. The following sections will, with the 

identified pitfalls in mind, analyze the empirical data. The analysis section will, as 

mentioned above, start with an analysis of the egalitarian level.  

 

As argued by Ekström (Marshall, 2010) children goes through a socialization 

process to become competent consumers. This process is influenced by different 

socialization agents along the way, and the influence is not always positive. One of 

the main groups of socialization agents for children and adolescents is their peers. 

However, in the world of eSport people interact with each other online and since 

most of this interaction is unmonitored and uncontrolled, strangers can affect the 

social development of a child, and hereby influence the future behavior of that child. 

The third pitfall mentioned in the introduction to the analysis centers around the 

view that many video games and eSports have what is called Toxic communities, 

which “... in video games entails rude behavior where trash talk, racial slurs, 

homophobia, and sexism make up a significant portion of communication. 

Unfortunately, some of the best online games seem to foster this type of attitude 

more than others, particularly games that are free to play, competitive, and require 

teamwork” (Ranker.com, n.d.). looking at some of the most popular games such as 

League of Legends, Counter-Strike and Overwatch, it can be seen that even the top 

tier eSport games have problems with this kind of attitude among the players on all 

levels. The negative tone of language in the games often worsen the playing 

experience for the players, and if children and adolescents are exposed to too much 

toxicity, they might begin to adopt the behavior, since socialization agents in the 

form of players, are behaving this way. The toxicity can potentially lead to new 

players not becoming regular users as they are scared away from the game, due to 

the verbal assault. Especially among the egalitarian players video games are used 

for fun and relaxation, but a lot of the fun disappears with as people are exposed to 

the toxic communities. 
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When the respondents of the questionnaire had to answer if they see gaming as toxic 

(see picture beneath), 70% of the respondents partly or fully agreed, but only 32,5% 

saw them self as being toxic, which indicates that it can be very hard to judge one's 

own behavior. The data sample in this study is not big enough to generalize upon, 

but it shows that when the person him/herself is writing or doing something in a 

game he/she might not see it as toxic, but others might do. One reason for this could 

be that when the game are being played, especially with solo/duo queue2, where the 

players often come from different countries and cultures it can be hard to understand 

the tone of voice through the written language and to understand e.g. irony, which 

is e.g. used fairly common in Denmark. Another reason for the toxicity might be 

that people often are sitting at home in their own room and playing, when engaging 

in the solo/duo queue. For young people, this means that they are left to themselves 

to figure out how to behave in a competitive context. In traditional sports, the child 

might have been sent to soccer practice a couple of times a week, where the coach 

would have the function of socialization agent in the consumption experience of 

playing soccer. Since eSport clubs are a fairly new phenomenon in Denmark, many 

young gamers do not have a structured setup with coaches, who can teach them how 

to behave.   

 

As mentioned in the section above, solo/duo queue can be seen as toxic as the 

players do not know each other before joining the game and the punishment from 

                                                
2 In team-based video games with automated matchmaking, it is possible to join the 
matchmaking system alone, as two players, or as a group.  
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being toxic is therefore not as hard as if the players could get punished physically. 

Since people are not actually facing each other, it can be less frightening to be toxic 

online than in real life. Furthermore, if people engage in toxic behavior, they might 

be banned from the game, but if the game is free to play, the players can quickly 

make new accounts and continue gaming under another alias. The fact that solo/duo 

queue is more toxic than other aspects of the game, was also recognized by the 

respondents with 72,5% indicating that they experience it being more toxic than if 

they play together with people they already know in real life. This finding is also in 

accordance to the fuckwad theory that anonymity creates bad behavior among the 

gamers.  

 

The way that solo/duo queue more often than team play creates toxic behavior 

becomes a self-fulfilling perpetual circle for eSport as toxic behavior by one person 

leads to toxic behavior by other players, especially if children and adolescents are 

involved, since these are still going through their socialization process. The reason 

for this is, that players are affecting each other’s behavior, and hereby the toxic 

behavior might become the rule rather than the exception. This is also indicated by 

the respondents with 60% claiming that they themselves become toxic if other 

players behave in a toxic way. This is to some degree conflicting with the responses 

given when the respondents had to answer, if they themselves engaged in toxic 

behavior as only 32,5% of them agreed that they showed some kind of toxic 

behavior. However, the results show a rather fine coherence between the question 

of the players being toxic themselves, and if others have called them toxic.  

 

The findings give rise to a question of why people do not pay more attention to their 

own behavior in the games. As so, 32,5% said that they show toxic behavior, but as 

many as 72,5% answered that they are negatively impacted when other people are 

toxic. As 3 out of 4 of the respondents feel that toxic behavior impacts them 

negatively it is fair to wonder why they do not take a moment to think, before letting 

other players impact their own behavior. Especially the fact that the respondents 

play in an eSports club makes it surprising that the players reportedly act as toxic 
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as they have indicated in the study. 82,5% have indicated that being a member of 

the eSports club has improved both their skills in the games and their social 

competencies. As so many of the respondents indicate that the eSports club has a 

positive influence on their social skills, but still see themselves as behaving toxic. 

It is therefore fair to wonder if the socialization agents in the club, in the form of 

coaches and leaders, do not focus enough on the players behavior in game as to 

avoid the toxicity. 

 

One of the best ways to describe what happens to people when they play online 

video games is to use what is known as ´John Gabriel's greater internet fuckwad 

theory´, which was originally a comically feature from the web comic page ´Penny 

Arcade´ brought all the way back in 2004. The pseudo theory is based on an 

equation which states that “Normal person + anonymity + audience = total 

fuckwad” (knowyourmeme.com, 2018). This pseudo theory states that a normal 

person changes its behavior negatively whenever the identity of that person is 

unknown and there is an audience willing to listen to him/her. Although the pseudo 

theory was seen as a comic to begin with, it hits the head on the nail as to how the 

toxic communities of today are escalating. Playing online, separates the physical 

location of the players, and hereby the anonymity of the players is easy to obtain, 

especially as players can simply change their screen name to avoid being recognized 

by other players in the future.  

 

 
Picture taken from https://www.penny-arcade.com/comic/2004/03/19/green-blackboards-and-other-anomalies 
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Referring to the beginning of the analysis it was mentioned that gaming could 

impact the development of social skills among the young players as they lack the 

face to face interactions with others. This is also highly important in accordance to 

the anonymity mentioned in the theory above, as the anonymity can save the players 

from some of the physical sanctions that are experienced face to face. As the harsh 

language unfolds online, the toxic gamer avoids e.g. being physically retaliated 

against as a reaction to his/her insults towards the other gamers. Being toxic is 

therefore to some degree free of charge online compared to other sports where the 

players compete live at the venue. According to Thomas Koed (2018), this is the 

problem of gaming from home, as the language used online is different from when 

playing in a club, coaches and leaders has the opportunity to guide and restrict the 

children in their use of language both internally and to competitors. These coaches 

and leaders can act as socialization agents, when intervening with negative 

behavior, since a correction of this can lead the children to become more competent 

in their consumption of eSports. In addition to this, many sports, even at an 

egalitarian level, are regulated by a referee, who has the power to sanction the 

players if they behave unsportsmanlike. As games online are not overseen by a 

referee, sanctioning players is based more on reports from other players about the 

toxic behavior and the game engine itself is often not set to designate every toxic 

comment or action performed in the game.  

Some games have however, introduced features and sanctions in the fight against 

toxic players, with the hardest penalty being an exclusion from the game, which 

depending on the violation can be either for a specific time or permanent. Most 
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sanctions start with warnings, like the one in the picture beneath indicating that the 

given behavior is not accepted and that it must be changed, or the player will be 

banned. The problem with many of these bans is that they only ban the specific 

account or email, and the banned player therefore has the opportunity to create new 

accounts and continue the toxic 

behavior. The real punishment 

for the player is therefore not 

overwhelming and the incentive 

for the players to change, is 

therefore rather low. It must be 

noted here that if the game is not 

free to play, the sanctioned player 

will have to buy a new game in order to gain access again, which means that the 

punishment in pay to play games has an economic impact on the player, if he or she 

wants to continue playing.  

Besides the problems with toxic communities, the eSport industry might be facing 

a pitfall regarding the health of the players. This is due to the fact that eSports 

mainly consist of sedentary activities, which is opposed to most traditional sports 

like soccer, tennis etc. where physical activity is one of the main driving forces. As 

the obesity rate increases, it is fair to wonder if there is a connection between this 

development and the growth in the non-physical gaming and eSport industry. The 

reason for this is that “...There are supporting evidence that excessive sugar intake 

by soft drink, increased portion size, and steady decline in physical activity have 

been playing major roles in the rising rates of obesity all around the world. 

Childhood obesity can profoundly affect children's physical health, social, and 

emotional well-being, and self-esteem” (NCBI, 2015). As it can be seen from the 

statement, a decline in the physical activity has had a major impact in the rate of 

obesity and with eSports becoming more popular it is only to be expected that the 

level of physical activity will drop over the coming years, due to players leaving 

traditional sports in favor of eSports (Koed, 2018). The quote is further connected 

to pitfall number one mentioned above, regarding toxic behavior, as the lower self-

esteem and social well-being is negatively impacted when the children are not being 

 
Picture taken from 

https://gaming.stackexchange.com/questions/228164/will-i-have-

problems-because-of-a-harassment-warning 
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physically active or physically socialized (Koed, 2018). Generally speaking 

physical activity is important for the youth and 60 minutes of exercise per day is 

seen as the guideline for 5-17 years in Denmark (SST.dk, 2016). Gaming and sitting 

in front of the computer decreases the amount of time that a child has for exercising 

as the child also has obligatory things to do, like going to school, doing homework 

etc. 

 

Due to a general view of eSport players not being physically active, it is rather 

interesting finding that 40% of the respondents answered that they are playing other 

sports than eSports and a whole 70% answered that they were keeping an eye on 

their own health, and not just slacking their body, despite playing a lot of video 

games on the side. These data show that even though the respondents are spending 

lots of time in front of the screen, they are still not neglecting their health. The data 

though also shows that more than 75% of the respondents have been a member of 

the club in less than 12 months, and It is therefore fair to wonder if the focus on the 

health will decrease or increase as they grow older and get more involved in the 

eSports world. The data thus shows that the problem revolving around bad health 

and a lack of focus on physical activity might be perceived as worse by the outside 

community than by insiders themselves. 

 

The challenge of health and physical exercise is further acknowledged by 

gaming.dk “E-sport is not exactly associated with physical exercise, but it does not 

have to be decidedly dangerous to sit in front of the computer for many hours in a 

row. As long as you are active, when you are not gaming, you can easily allow 

yourself to play each day” (Gaming.dk, 2017), researcher’s translation from Danish 

to English). The problem with this statement is that gaming is very addictive and 

therefore it might be difficult for the players to put the game away in order to be 

physically active. Video game addiction however, is not a formal diagnosis, which 

mean that there is no standard for researchers, or doctors, as to which symptoms 

addiction should be measured on (Techaddiction.ca, n.d.). The difference in the 

definition of addictions therefore makes it hard to compare different researches, but 

according to techaddiction.ca, the range of addiction is between 2-12%, with 5% 
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being a safe guideline for an estimate of the video game addiction among children 

(Techaddiction.ca, n.d.). This is another area where socialization agents can have a 

massive impact on the youth. The reason for this is, that parents, coaches, and other 

socialization agents can teach the kids about responsible consumption of computer 

games. In addition to this, adult is more likely to be aware of children’s unhealthy 

computer habits, than the children are themselves.   

In reference to gaming addiction, the findings from the questionnaire show that 79% 

of the respondents from the given eSports club play video games between 5-7 days 

a week and that 66% played 3 or more hours each time they played, with another 

17% answering that it varied from time to time. Playing video games for 5-7 days 

with 3-5+ hours each time makes for a minimum of 15 hours to a maximum 

(calculated using 6 hours pr. day and 7 days a week) of 42 hours during a week, 

accounting for more hours than a full-time job. With 37 (70%) of the 53 respondents 

who made their age known, being under the age of 21 and arguably still studying in 

either public school, high school, or university/college. The percentages displayed 

here for the amount of time spend on video games might seem high, but according 

to a Danish study (Koed, 2018), approximately 85% of all Danish teenage boys play 

video games at least 2 times a week, showing that video games has a large role in 

the children's life. Playing video games at a responsible level can indeed be a good 

way to relax the mind and get away from the everyday stress that most people 

experience. It is important however, that the gaming does not go to extreme and 

that the players do not get a sense of addiction towards it, where they aren’t able to 

differ between what is most important at a given time e.g. in reference to their 

education and other social or similar aspects. 

As mentioned in the Korea case presented earlier in the paper, the number of video 

game addicts among children in Korea was so big that the government introduced 

the Cinderella law back in 2011, which prevents children under the age of 16 from 

being outside between midnight and 6.00 am. According to Dr. lee Tae-Kyung, a 

doctor at the national center for Mental Health in Seoul, the problems of gaming 

addiction typically emerge “... when children enter middle school, at the age of 11. 

They lose interest in academic work, friends and family; they stop sleeping; they 

eat poorly or hardly at all” (The guardian, 2017). The quote both shows that children 
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can become addicted at an early age and how it can impact both their cognitive 

learning, and their social competencies, by the loss of interactions with friends and 

family. Further the quote shows the impact that gaming addiction can have on 

children's general health, due to bad eating and sleeping habits. In this context, 

Thomas Koed (2018) argues that if children hide away at home and forget to 

physically take part in a social context, they can end up being unemployed most of 

their lives, because gaming engulfed them (Koed, 2018). 

As seen above, gaming addiction can potentially lead to lowered self-esteem and a 

lack of social competencies as the players do not experience the same interaction 

with socialization agents other young people who perform team sports does. As 

such it is a positive sign that the respondents think that the eSports club can improve 

their social skills, while also improving their in-game skills. The latter could 

arguably have been done by watching streams and guides from “unknown” gamers 

online. A key part of the socialization process is that children not only listen to and 

learn from socialization agents like parents and peers, they also reflect themselves 

in these people and sometimes try to mirror their behavior. As opposed to other 

sports, eSport opens for the opportunity of children playing together with people of 

a much higher age. The reason for this, is that most matchmaking processes merely 

look at in-game skills, instead of real life physical attributes. As stated above, many 

people use computer gaming as a break from reality, where they can relax. 

However, this might also mean that these people are unaware that they are 

influencing the behavior of children, just by playing together with them. Being in 

an eSports club therefore creates an opportunity for children to learn how to behave 

in a competitive setting, while being in a rather safe environment.  

 

Based on the dynamics above, young gamers arguably also mirror the behavior of 

professional gamers, due to them being role models. This means, that beside the 

establishment of eSports clubs, the professional scene could be a point of influence, 

that could push the youth in the right direction. In fact, things are starting to shake 

up a bit, with teams focusing more on the physical health as “Teams are starting to 

control their diets a little more than the halcyon days where players were left to their 
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own devices with a microwave and packet of ramen. We’re starting to see teams 

post gym selfies and videos of players running to their social media — a sign that 

they are taking fitness seriously” (Redbull.com, 2017). Especially the fact that 

exercises etc. is posted on social media can influence the egalitarian gamers as they 

want to do best possible to maybe become professional at some point. According to 

Taylor Johnson (Redbull.com, 2017), a physics consultant for eSports organizations 

and players, eating well and exercising is enough for an average person, but it is not 

enough to reach the full potential of your game. And as he states, “[In this 

profession,] you take these high-performance models that you would see in any elite 

sporting team,” he said. “You have programs that encompass nutrition, health, 

wellness, psychological preparation, sleep, recovery, all of the big building blocks 

that go into these elite programs.” (Redbull.com, 2017) 

As it can be seen from Johnson's point of view, the professional teams therefore 

would have great benefit, and an outreaching impact, by focusing on health. This is 

further backed up by Koed (2018), who states that “... If you are not physically and 

mentally fit, as an eSport athlete, you never become a great player”. With 

professional teams focusing more on the health of their players, it can positively 

impact the amateur gamers, so that they get to know the importance of being fit and 

healthy and not just tear down the body by gaming all the time. As so, Johnson 

further claims that the hard part of the issue of eSports and health, is that the changes 

made at the professional scene is difficult to get through at the egalitarian level. 

This is even though eSport primarily operates online and therefore, gamers have 

access to a lot of information about teams and players through social media. A 

neglect of the physical aspect of playing computer can potentially lead to bad 

outcomes as players at both the professional and egalitarian level can be hit by 

serious injuries, and therefore have to end their playing career early. An interesting 

view from Johnson is that he thinks that “...there’s this stigma behind esports and 

video gaming where you imagine people just sitting behind computer screens and 

TVs with horrible diets and no real structure, but I think it’s quite the opposite. 

When comparing to other traditional sports, I see more similarities rather than 

differences” (Redbull.com, 2017) 
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The problem of gaming addiction and no physical exercise is arguably impacted by 

how the professional scene acts in accordance to this problem. At a presentation at 

a youth club in Albertslund, in February of 2018, Danny, the coach of Astralis3, 

was asked about what he thought the players were doing at the moment, since he 

was at the presentation and they were off from their team practices. The answer to 

this, was that he would think they were playing computer. Not Counter-Strike, but 

he would imagine that they would play other similar games (Danny, 2018) 

(Researchers’ notes from the presentation can be found in appendix 4). As this 

presentation was arranged at a youth club, it would be fair to wonder how the 

presented behavior of the professional players might influence the children. These 

children arguably see the professional players as their idols or role models and 

would tend to mirror the behavior that these players show. If the children see it as 

being acceptable to play computer for an entire day, it can create a vicious spiral of 

children thinking that the only way to become a better player is by constantly 

playing games. 

With the professional players’ potential influence on the youth, it might be critical 

that professional players play a lot in their spare time, as this can be seen as a sign 

of neglect of gaming.dk’s advice regarding the essentiality of doing physical 

activities beside gaming (Gaming.dk, 2017). It must be mentioned that in ´Astralis: 

towards the stars´ (Astralis, DR3, 2017), a three-episode documentary, it is shown 

how the professional players practice their cognitive skills, while they are working 

out in a gym, e.g. by walking on the treadmill while using their minds. However, at 

the mentioned presentation, Danny Stated that even though the Astralis 

organization encourages their players to be in good physical shape, it is not 

something they put into the practice schedule for their players (Danny, 2018). In 

order to avoid that obesity and gaming addiction gets out of hand, it is important 

that focus is being put on this problem.  

As noted earlier in this study, eSports have been and are to some degree still 

stigmatized as a non-physical phenomenon. In Denmark, eSports and especially 

                                                
3 Astralis is the best Counter-Strike team in Denmark, and is one of the best at an 
international level 
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Counter-Strike is growing rapidly in popularity and media awareness, and 

according to Koed (2018), the explosion in the commercial part of the industry has 

changed the view on eSport in a positive way, as more people are getting interested 

in what eSport brings to the table and why it has become so popular among other 

people. Due to eSports becoming more popular, it offers an opportunity to change 

the image of eSports. the increase in popularity, has brought eSports into 

mainstream media such as tv, where e.g. DR3 has been broadcasting some Counter-

Strike tournaments (dr.dk, 2017). This has enabled non-eSport-fans to watch the 

content, and by doing so, they might be gaining knowledge about some of the 

positive and negative aspects of the industry. It is rather normal for an eSports 

broadcast, to have hosts who are speaking during breaks between matches, and 

these hosts can influence the audience.  

The increasing popularity of eSports in Denmark has, over the past couple of years, 

spawned several eSport clubs. These clubs have to some degree already impacted 

the view on eSport to make it more accepted in the society, moving it into a more 

structured environment instead of just geeky LAN parties and all-nighters. As it can 

be seen from the responses to the question “I feel that my peers are more accepting 

towards gaming, after I have started to play in an eSports club” 72,5 % of the 

respondents either mostly or partly agree. The Peers of the respondents is off course 

not a big enough group to create a picture of how the entire society perceive eSports 

clubs. However, it shows that people outside of eSports clubs might be changing 

their perspective on eSports after the phenomenon has been structured by the clubs. 

This must be taken with a grain of salt, as the answers might be biased since the 

respondents themselves are playing in an eSports club and presumably wants to put 

that in a positive perspective. 

Yet another factor that can indicate that eSports are moving into the mainstream, is 

that in Denmark, some folk high schools and boarding schools have implemented 

eSport into their daily operations. This enables gamers to focus both on their 

education and their gaming. The answers to the question regarding how playing 

computer has impacted the respondent’s life, showed some ominous results. The 

data might be indicating the negative aspects of how gaming can influence the 

decisions and focus that gamers have towards other parts of their life. This was 
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especially seen with a focus on their education. As such 17.5 % answered that 

playing computer made them skip homework ´very often´, showing the exact 

negative impact that video games can have on the youth. This corresponds well with 

the quote from Dr. Lee Tae-Kyung, that some children from the age of 11 and up, 

start to lose interest in their academic education compared to their interest in playing 

video games. 17.5% might sound like a high number, but the more interesting 

finding from that given sub question is that only 35% of the respondents have 

answered that they have never skipped homework due to computer games. This 

indicates that more than half of the children asked in the survey have neglected their 

education to some degree. One thing is skipping homework, but 57.5 % also 

indicate that video games in some way make them focus less on their education as 

a whole. Like it is seen with e.g. soccer players, the top talents often go into talent 

programs where they combine their education with their sport in an attempt to get 

the best of both worlds (Team Danmark, n.d.). The percentage that goes on to be 

professional soccer players is rather low, and with fewer professional eSport teams, 

compared to e.g. soccer teams, the probability of becoming professional in eSport 

is quite low. As it will be analyzed later in the paper, many new games/eSports are 

emerging so there is a chance for the young players to grab those opportunities to 

make a career. However, only a minority of the players from the eSports club that 

answered the survey, will have a chance at becoming professional. Due to this, it is 

alarming that more than half of the respondents answered that they in some way 

had compromised their education because of gaming (see picture beneath).   

 

 

¨ 
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The Professional level 

In the previous part of the analysis, the challenges that the eSport industry faces at 

the egalitarian level, have been analyzed. In continuation of this, the following will 

analyze the challenges that has been identified in relation to the professional eSports 

level. 

 

For anybody who has followed the development of eSports, it is evident that many 

different eSport scenes have been established, and that the establishment of new 

eSports happen continuously faster. Back in 2013 Beech and Chadwick (Beech & 

Chadwick, 2013) proposed that most traditional sports have been developing in a 

rather linear process, moving rigidly from one phase to another and not being able 

to skip stages as the sport develops and progresses. For this paper, the researchers 

have had many discussions with different people about how eSports has developed. 

Some would argue that some eSports has actually developed like the traditional 

sports, others would argue that eSports has skipped or rearranged some of the steps 

in the process. One of those who argues that eSport has not followed the stages that 

traditional sport has is Thomas Koed, who has argued that it is mainly the 

commercial part of the industry that has exploded, and because it has gone so fast, 

the egalitarian level is “not existing” (Koed, 2018). He then further states that the 

challenge for eSport is that it is only the top of the iceberg, with all the money and 

professionals, that is recognized, while there is no structure in the egalitarian level 

(Koed, 2018).  Since eSports as a phenomenon covers many different genres, just 

like sports are covering many different genres, it can be quite difficult to put them 

all under the same umbrella in regard to the process of their establishment. 

However, it is clear that the establishment of an eSport happens much faster than 

that of a traditional sport, which often need grow locally before being an accepted 

and mainstream sport in the whole world. The reason for this can partly be 

explained by the fact that most eSports are being more or less born-global already 

from their point of inception. 

 

As mentioned in the beginning of the paper, the main characteristics of sport is 

competition, and to compete with someone in traditional sports, people would have 
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to find each other and meet up at a physical location. In the early stages of 

development, this might be a rather tough job since the number of potential 

opponents or teammates in the same physical area is limited due to the early stages 

of development. The normal process of development would lead to continuously 

more people joining the sport, and it will become more accessible to compete, but 

this process often takes time. For eSports, the situation is a bit different, since these 

are played through the internet. Back in the days, with e.g. StarCraft Brood War, 

Warcraft 3 or the early edition of Counter-Strike, people would have to manually 

find a server they could join, to compete with others. However, with the 

introduction of battle.net 2.0 and steam, automatic matchmaking has become the 

norm and if not all, then at least almost all, online multiplayer games have this 

feature now, where people just click one button and they are paired up with players 

from all around the world who has the same skill level. 

 

The automatic matchmaking system allows an online game - or eSport - to get a 

large base of players relatively fast, since everybody who wants to play the game, 

can find someone to play it with almost instantly. Another feature of eSports is that 

it is not just easy for people to find other people to play with or against in a new 

game, there is also easy access to watch other people play the game through 

streaming services like twitch.tv. This in turn arguably leads to more people playing 

a new game as they can always find other people to play with or watch, whenever 

it fits the given individual. According to Beech and Chadwick’s (2013) framework, 

it would not be until the stage of professionalization that people would be willing 

to pay to watch the new sport and thereby creating a market for broadcasters. 

Compared to eSports it would therefore take a long time for the egalitarian athletes 

in traditional sports to be able to watch how the professionals are playing the sport. 

Due to people being able to stream a new game, and hereby allow new players to 

watch and learn and perhaps draw in non-players, a new game can get a lot of 

attention in the community at a rather fast pace. By looking at some of the newer 

games like PlayerUnknowns Battle Ground and Overwatch, it can be seen that the 

period from “tease to release to competition” becomes shorter for every new title 

that emerges into the top of the eSports charts (See appendix 5). 
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This could indicate that the game developers are aiming for their games to become 

an eSport, already when it is in the pipeline, and as soon as the game releases, 

different stakeholders, like sponsors and organizations, are working fast to get 

established in the game - and to create a professional stage as fast as possible. In 

the case of PlayerUnknown’s Battle Ground, the game was teased in the beginning 

of March 2017 and early access were opened by the end of March. The game 

immediately became popular, and by May that same year, Bluehole Inc. [the 

developer of the game] hosted a charity competition to celebrate that the game had 

sold more than two million copies. Approximately three months later by the end of 

august, the first LAN-competition for PlayerUnknowns Battle Ground had been 

hosted by ESL and Bluehole Inc. It is important to remember in this case, that 

PlayerUnknown’s Battle Ground were still in early access and it was not until 

December 20th 2017 that the game was officially released as a complete game 

(appendix 5).  

 

Despite the success of the first LAN-competitions, it is still uncertain if Bluehole 

Inc. has an interest in hosting big PlayerUnknowns Battle Ground tournaments, but 

by hosting the first two events, they showed the world that PlayerUnknowns Battle 

Ground could be played out as an eSport. The event they created with ESL in august 

2017, became the starting point of a battle of who could make the better tournament. 

As mentioned above, computer games - or eSports - are born global, and a special 

kind of market dynamic dictates the speed of the development in the market. 

Eisenmann et al (2006) describes what is known as network effects in a two-sided 

market, and they present strategies for operating in such a market. When a company 

operates in a two-sided market, they have two different target groups to which they 

offer two different services. When these two target groups influence each other, 

Cross-side network effects come into play. How the target groups affect each other 

determines whether the network effects are positive or negative. Positive network 

effects exist when one side of the network gets bigger, due to an increase of 

members on the other side. If one side gets smaller due to the other side getting 

bigger, negative network effects are in play. According to Eisenmann et al; (2006), 
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companies should use specific monetization strategies, in a market with network 

effects. If the cross-side network effect is positive, it is argued that it would be 

beneficial for the company to subsidize the side that has the highest sensitivity 

towards paying, and then monetize the other side. 

 

This strategy is carried out by many different actors, such as e.g. ESL, when it 

comes down to broadcasting/streaming. Perhaps these companies haven’t thought 

about this particular strategy, since they are just using streaming services like 

twitch.tv, which forces this kind of strategy upon them. When people, or companies, 

are streaming through twitch.tv, it is free for the spectators to join in and watch the 

stream. The spectators are then able to subscribe to the channel or to donate money, 

but no payment is required for this segment. On the other hand, advertisers and 

sponsors are paying to get exposure. When positive cross-sided network effects are 

at play, a company like ESL should be trying to attract the biggest possible number 

of spectators, since this will arguably lead to more advertisers and sponsors being 

interested in using ESL’s channels for exposure. Due to the mechanics of the 

network effects, most markets like these tend to face a winner-takes-all scenario or 

tend to be dominated by a few large players. In the world of eSports, the winner-

takes-all dynamics are enhanced even more, due to a third party which has not been 

elaborated upon yet. Together these three parties make up what a trinity in the 

industry. 

 

Most companies that operate in such a market, are providing a service by 

themselves, and it is the company that creates value for the subsidized side. 

Companies like ESL however, are dependent on someone else in order to create 

value. This last piece in the trinity, are all the professional eSport teams. In 

traditional sport, and eSports as well, spectators have an interest in watching the 

best teams compete, in order to see how the game is played at the highest level. 

Without the professional teams, the number of spectators would decrease, and with 

a decrease in the audience there would be fewer, or smaller, sponsors. Furthermore, 

the best teams would not have any incentive to participate in a tournament where 

the prize pool is considerably smaller than in other tournaments. The situation in 
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eSports is not quite a winner-takes-all scenario, since many people and 

organizations are streaming, however, it is rather clear to see the difference between 

the main tournaments and the second biggest tournaments/events in a given eSport. 

This also means, that when companies are discovering a game which could become 

an eSport, there is a race to establish a pro scene faster than the competitors, just 

like it could be seen with ESL and PlayerUnknowns Battle Ground. Because, 

whoever gets established first has the biggest opportunity to get a big piece of the 

cake.  

 

Some of the new games that aim at becoming eSports draws in massive amount of 

people, but a majority of these people are not just coming out of nowhere. Joseph 

Schumpeter (1942; in Pfarrer and Smith, 2005) theorized about “creative 

destruction”, where he argues that when something arises, it does so at the expense 

of something else. When it comes to the audience of a new eSport, these people 

would previously be spending their time on something else than watching the new 

game. When they start to watch the new game, the time spent have to be taken from 

somewhere else, whether it being watching another eSport, or anything else. It is 

fair to assume, that at least some of the spectators of a new eSport, is already 

spending time in the industry, and perhaps these people might also make up the 

majority of the audience of a new game. If this assumption is true, every new game 

that comes into the industry is stealing audiences from other games in the industry 

and thereby not solely adding value to the industry, but simply just moves the value 

around between different games. 

 

When a new game is on the way to becoming an eSport, a new trinity will have to 

be formed. This formation however, can become critical for the survival of the 

entire industry, and it is an area that, as far as the researchers know, has not been 

covered yet. The industry of eSport is growing, and many young people are chasing 

the dream of becoming a professional gamer or streamer, and with every new title 

comes a new chance to reach the goal. This might be one of the reasons, that players 

are flooding towards new games. Shortly after PlayerUnknowns Battle Ground 

went into early access, it was the most streamed game on twitch.tv, and history 
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repeated itself about a half year later, when the new game called Fortnite was 

launched. For the majority of the first part of 2018, Fortnite has been one of the 

most streamed games on Twitch.tv and is almost only beaten on viewer number, 

when there is a big tournament in one of the other games. Each week, the website 

called https://esportsobserver.com publishes a list of the most streamed games on 

twitch.tv, and as it can be seen in appendix 3, the number of hours that people have 

watched Fortnite has skyrocketed throughout the first four months of the year. 

Furthermore, it is noteworthy that some of the bigger and more established games, 

such as League of Legends, are suffering an overall decrease in the number of hours 

people have watched their game in the same period. This could indicate that viewers 

from other games are beginning to spend their time on Fortnite.  

 

If Schumpeter's (1942; in Pfarrer and Smith, 2005) theory of creative destruction is 

right, and if the assumption about the industry cannibalization holds true, the 

industry might slowly be killing itself, as new titles come to market faster and in a 

bigger volume than seen before. A similar situation was seen back in 1983 where a 

lot of new game developers rapidly created new games for the market. These games 

were of low quality and the developers just wanted to strike while the iron was hot. 

As of today, people have endless possibilities to research the quality of a game 

before buying it and at the same time the popular games reaching the market today 

is driven by the community, meaning that it is the community that to some way 

make the game popular due to the word of mouth effect online. It is therefore no 

longer the bad quality of the games that impacts the market, but rather the pace at 

which new games are released. It is though not to be claimed that the industry will 

suffer in the nearest future, since the industry is in a massive growth. However, in 

the longer run when the industry gets closer to the state of maturity, the growth will 

eventually slow down, and if game developers keep developing games and bringing 

them to market with a mindset of establishing it as an eSports, the industry may 

face problems. As shown in the Newzoo section, the total amount of eSports 

spectators is increasing, but if the increase rate is not growing as quickly as the rate 

of new games, problems will inevitably arise. According to Newzoo, the number of 

spectators increased from 281 million to 335 million between 2016 and 2017. It is 
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forecasted that the number will reach 380 million by 2018, and 557m by 2021. The 

number of spectators increased 19,3% from 2016 to 2017, and future growth rates 

have been estimated to be below this point, which could indicate that the industry 

is going towards a state of maturity, in regards to the audience. 

 

Historically, the phenomenon of new games cannibalizing the industry, can be seen 

both with the video game crash back in the 1980’s, and again in Korea when 

StarCraft Brood War were at risk. The video game crash was caused due to an 

uncontrollable flooding of new video games with fluctuating quality into the 

market. The two main characteristics of the crash were the flooding of new games, 

and the questionable quality of some games. The quality of games should not be an 

issue in today’s eSport industry, since people are able to find information about a 

game prior to a purchase, to an extend that was not possible back in the 80’s. The 

problem that is relevant for the industry today, is what happened to the market back 

then, when too many games were made available.  

 

Even though it is on a much smaller scale, the Korean case displays another 

example of industry cannibalization due to the introduction of new games. When 

Blizzard released StarCraft 2, spectators had to choose if they were going to spend 

more time on eSport, or if they would stick to spending the same amount of time. 

Following this, they had to choose if they would spend their time on StarCraft 

Brood War, StarCraft 2, or split the time between the two titles. Furthermore, when 

Riot Games launched League of Legends, spectators would again have to make a 

decision about how to spend their time. Today, StarCraft Brood War is no longer a 

big eSport in Korea, and hereby the development of new games ended up 

cannibalizing StarCraft Brood War. It is highly relevant to remember that more 

games than these three existed, but the example shows the mechanics that was, and 

still is, present in the market.  

 

When OGN began to broadcast League of Legends, they made many iterations 

regarding the structure of the league, in order to optimize the setup for the sponsors. 

While the actual structures are not that important for the scope of this paper, it is 
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rather important to note why OGN did what they did. By looking at the pie chart 

beneath (Newzoo.com, 2, 2018), it can be seen that sponsors and advertisers 

contribute with about 60% of the total revenue stream in the industry. There might 

be many reasons for these actors to engage in eSport, but according to the 

framework by Beech and Chadwick (2013) most sponsors and advertisers are to 

some level seeking to benefit themselves and promoting their brands by gaining the 

attention of the viewers. Due to the massive contribution to the revenues coming 

from sponsors and advertisers, this group has to be at the center of attention in the 

industry. Once OGN and KeSPA agreed with GOMTV and Blizzard to make the 

transition to StarCraft 2, the professional scene of StarCraft 2 began to crumble, 

due to a shortage of sponsors compared to the large number of professional players. 

If sponsors and advertisers are indeed seeking to maximize the amount of exposure 

they get for their money, sponsors and advertisers should lower their valuation of 

an exposure platform4, each time a new platform enters the market. This means, 

that when the number of players who are at the professional scene, increases as 

rapidly as they did with the transition from StarCraft Brood War to StarCraft 2, each 

sponsor would not be willing to pay the same amount as they did before the 

increase, since they are getting less exposure, when more platforms are available.  

                                                
4 In this particular study, the term ‘exposure platform’ embraces a variety of units, such as 
players, teams, tournaments, organizations etc.   
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The same scenario could very well unfold in the western world, as every time a new 

title is released, there is a risk of that title being the last drop in the bucket - either 

for an already established game, or for the industry as a whole. Everything else 

being equal, these dynamics means that each existing game will face a decrease in 

cash flow, whenever a new game is released. This in itself is bad for the existing 

games, but combined with the development of each professional scene, it can 

become devastating.  

 

As explained with the launch of PlayerUnknowns Battle Ground, tournament 

organizers and broadcasters enter a tough competition, when they are trying to 

establish a professional scene for an eSport. They compete about having the most 

acknowledged and prestigious tournament in the market, and the main factor in this 

race, is the prize pool of each tournament. Simultaneously things are happening 

with the professional players and teams. As the professional scene develops, teams 

are competing to get the best players, which inevitably will increase salaries, just 

as it can be seen in any traditional sport. All these factors combined means that the 

eSport aspect of an existing title, possibly will run into cash flow problem, since 

the incoming money are decreasing due to fewer spectators and sponsors, while the 

expenses are growing due to competitions getting bigger and players earning a 

higher salary.    

 

By taking a step back and trying to look at the entirety of the industry, it seems like 

everybody are chasing the next big opportunity, without regards to the health of the 

industry. For most traditional sports, there are different levels of governing bodies, 

to keep all aspects of a sport in place, and to secure the development of the sport. 

Governing bodies are also a part of eSports, but they are not existing in the way that 

they are in traditional sports, which might be one of the main reasons for all the 

uncertainty in the industry. Turning back to the framework by Beech and Chadwick 

(Beech & Chadwick, 2013), it is evident that in traditional sports, governing bodies 

are established in the early stages of development. The reasons for this can be many, 

but it is likely that governing bodies are established early in order to organize 
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competition and make sure that everybody are playing within the rules of the sport. 

In eSport the scenario looks different due to the born global aspect of the industry. 

Since players can just login to a game and start playing immediately, and since the 

organizers are creating tournaments as fast as they are, it could seem like there is 

no need for a governing body in the early stages of development for an eSport.  

 

However, the reason for the absence of governing bodies might not be due to its 

apparent indifference, but simply because governing bodies are not able to get 

established fast enough to follow the development of a new title. In traditional 

sports it can be seen that most, if not all, countries have overall umbrella 

organizations that handles a large variety of sports, Such as the DGI and DIF in 

Denmark. These governing bodies have sub governing bodies for the different 

sports, such as DBU for soccer in Denmark, and these subunits are connected to the 

international governing body for their particular sport, which for DBU would be 

FIFA and UEFA. Furthermore, the national governing bodies, their subunits, and 

the international governing bodies, are connected through worldwide governing 

bodies such as the international Olympic committee. In traditional sports such as 

soccer, there is a clear link between the kids who aspire to be professional, and the 

way to fulfill this aspiration, as children joining a club under DBU, plays in a DBU 

league which is set up with a strict structure all the way from the age of 3-4 to super-

veteran (45+). If the players become good enough to join the highest DBU league, 

they might have a chance at playing in a FIFA/UEFA tournament, if their team 

performs well enough in the national league. This way of moving up through the 

structure at different levels of play does not exist at the egalitarian eSport at this 

point of time (Koed, 2018). It is however made clear by Koed (2018) that there is a 

need for structure at the egalitarian level, because without the amateur gamers 

today, the professional scene in the future will not exists as “... the amateurs of 

today should become better and move on to be the professional players of the 

future” (Koed, 2018, 16:00-16:10). He then further states that eSport Denmark is 

and seeks to be, what DBU is for the soccer plays. This shows that there is an 

approach and mentality in eSport Denmark to get a structured industry as there is 

in traditional sports like soccer. At the same time, the structure in eSport is not yet 
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at a stage where it can take the same role as DBU, as the administration of eSport 

Denmark is completely based on volunteers and the amount of resources required 

to sustain the growth is lacking.  

 

Korea is a case where it is the national governing body, KeSPA, that handles 

eSports in collaboration with broadcasters, but this setup has yet to be seen in the 

western world. For most eSports in the western world, the professional scenes are 

made without any connection to national or overall international governing bodies. 

In the western world, most tournaments are made by game developers and/or 

broadcasters. In general, game developers who aims at making their game into an 

eSport, has rules of how to act and behave within a game, as it was seen in the 

analysis regarding toxic and malicious behavior. Combining this with the fact that 

companies like ESL are making the tournaments, may seem like there is no need of 

a governing body. Looking at the professional Counter-Strike scene it is seen that 

it is constructed by broadcasters who organize the tournaments, and that the 

professional teams only play in these prestigious international tournaments. ESL is 

one of the biggest tournament organizers on the professional Counter-Strike scene, 

and due to the network effects in the market, it is difficult for competitors to 

challenge ESL’s market position. However, ESL has sought to strengthen their 

position by creating their own governing body for Counter-Strike called WESA, 

which should foster more stability in and around ESL’s Counter-Strike activities. 

When WESA was founded, the purpose of the organization was “...to create an open 

and inclusive organization to oversee standardized tournament regulations, player 

representation as well as revenue sharing for teams” (ESLgaming.com, 2, 2016) as 

well as make a “"bundling of sporting and commercial interests of the teams that 

are members". (Kotaku.com, 2016). 

 

Applying the thoughts of Harvey and Lee (2004; in Beech and Chadwick) it is 

displayed that WESA takes a systemic approach to being a governing body and are 

putting a lot of emphasis on cooperation and competitions. In the interview with 

Thomas Koed it became clear, that eSport Denmark has a different approach in their 

work. According to Koed (2018) eSport Denmark, together with center for 
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ludomania is working on an ethical codex on how to act as an eSports club or youth 

club with a focus on gaming. The codex is set to include some guidelines for how 

to act and deal with health and behavior issues (Koed, 2018). The approach that 

eSport Denmark is taking is therefore more of an organizational approach to being 

a governing body.  As this shows the governing body on the professional scene is 

more focused on the commercial areas of governing the teams and sport, while the 

national governing body of eSport Denmark is focusing on the ethics of the sport 

and how it can impact these as to make the egalitarian level of the sport grow bigger, 

because as Koed (2018) emphasizes, it is the egalitarians of today that makes the 

pros of tomorrow. 

 

Governing bodies like eSports Denmark and IESF have no connection to the 

professional scene but have their own tournaments, respectively national and 

international. When IESF are hosting their world championships, they are gathering 

teams from different nations, and the nations have to compete in different games to 

gather points, that when added up, will show which nation is the world champion. 

However, these teams do not contain players from what is known as the professional 

teams. Furthermore, many eSports Enthusiasts would consider ESL’s Intel Extreme 

Masters tournaments as more prestigious than the IESF WC and the focus is 

therefore on these instead of the one held by the governing body. According to Koed 

(2018) IeSF’s world championship should however be perceived in a different way. 

He argues that the world championship should not be seen as the highest level of 

play overall, but rather that it should be perceived more like an international 

amateur tournament where the best egalitarian players from each country compete 

against each other.  

 

In the previous sections, it can be seen that the industry is full of uncertainty, much 

might be due to a lack of overall structure. As it is right now, there is no clear way 

for players to go from amateur to professional, a thing which is much more 

straightforward in traditional sport, and this might lead to a lot of the dream chasing. 

However, even in Korea, where the setup is much more like in traditional sports, 

the scene is still full of uncertainty, which opens the question of whether governing 
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bodies are the solution or not. To the best of the researchers’ knowledge, there are 

no amateur leagues in Korea, which again can make the casual gamer uncertain 

about how to become a professional. The answer in Korea has been to spend 

countless hours at PC bangs, in order to get to the highest levels of the in-game 

ladder, but even that does not promise anything for the players and here it should 

be kept in mind that Korea now faces a massive gaming addiction problem. 

Furthermore, even though KeSPA are highly involved in the professional scene, 

they cannot keep competitors or new titles out, as was seen in the scenario with 

GOMTV and Blizzard, which in turn means that the Korean market still faces the 

uncertainty of how long the lifespan of a single eSport game will be.  
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Discussion 

The analyses sections have analyzed the challenges that eSport faces at the 

egalitarian and professional level. In the following sections, the major challenge of 

lacking structure, is discussed to illuminate the challenge from different angles. The 

intention with the discussion is not to be finding the solution to the problem, but 

rather be an input to the considerations about how the industry can deal with this 

challenge in the future.  

 

A major theme throughout this study, has been the lack of structure in the industry. 

It has been argued repeatedly, that governing bodies might be the way forward for 

the industry, since they may be able to mitigate a lot of the uncertainty in the 

industry. Different types of governing bodies have been tried out, in different areas 

of the industry, to the solve structure problem, but it has not been concluded which 

way the industry should be going. It is not the intention of this discussion, to state 

which structure is the best, but rather to argue for the pros and cons for the different 

solutions. As argued by Beech (Beech and Chadwick, 2013) a traditional 

development in most sports follow the proposed stage development model, where 

a governing body is already established in the stage of codification, as a means to 

structure the sport. A governing body of this kind would have a focus on developing 

the egalitarian level at first, since this is the base of people that will become the 

professional players of the future. This kind of governing body is what eSports 

Denmark is aiming at becoming. As Argued by Koed (2018), the main focus of 

eSports Denmark is to foster a sustainable growth at the egalitarian level. This 

approach can face problems when used in an attempt to embrace the professional 

scene, since there is not enough time in eSports to establish a governing body before 

a new title enters what Beech and Chadwick (Beech & Chadwick, 2013) defines as 

the commercialization stage 

 

Another type of governing body that can be established, can be seen in the world of 

Counter-Strike, where ESL have tried to maintain market dominance by 

establishing a governing body to handle the professional scene. This governing 

body is more systemic by nature, and thus there is no focus on the egalitarian level 
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within this structure. A governing body like WESA is mainly put into the world, in 

order to nurture the existing ecosystem that constitutes ESL’s business. A 

governing body with the approach of WESA help their member teams in regard to 

marketing and sponsors (cooperation), and they are trying to create some kind of 

stability in and around the teams, which will remove some of the uncertainties that 

sponsors might be hold potential sponsors back. Furthermore, a governing body like 

WESA aims at securing players rights for their members. However, since WESA 

was created in a collaboration between ESL and some of the professional teams, 

WESA has been blamed for being an exclusive club only for the few chosen 

organizations (thescoreesports.com, 2017). In the beginning, this critic was further 

intensified due to WESA being blamed for having a “league exclusivity” 

(thescoreesports.com, 2017) clause in their terms and conditions. The league 

exclusivity could help ESL to uphold their market dominance, by having the best 

teams as members, and preventing them from participating in other leagues. This 

clause however, has since been removed, in order to legitimize WESA to be more 

than just an instrument that should help ESL’s business. A final note on WESA, is 

that member teams are joining a revenue sharing pool, where some of the revenue 

from e.g. ESL’s tournaments are being split amongst the member teams. The 

downside of this structure is that there is almost no focus on developing the 

egalitarian level.  

 

A third approach to a structure, is the one that can be seen in the North American 

League of Legends tournament and in Overwatch. Riot games, who are the game 

developer of League of Legends, has almost always been in control of the 

production and broadcast of professional league of legends. They have had many 

different league structures in different physical markets, such as Europe, North 

America, and Korea. However, since the beginning of 2018, the North American 

league has been restructured into a franchise league, where the teams are paying for 

the rights to hold a franchise, which allows them to participate in the league. By 

making a Franchise league, Riot games has sought to stabilize the league by 

removing the threat of a team facing relegation, which in turn creates the stability 

needed for sponsors to make long-term engagements. The stability however comes 
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at a cost, since new teams won’t be able to join the league. Just as with WESA, the 

focus of the franchise structure is more towards the professional level than the 

egalitarian level. Furthermore, all franchise takers will have to pay in order to obtain 

the franchise. As a response to this, and perhaps as an incentive for teams to be 

interested, the franchise structure allows for revenue sharing within the ecosystem. 

This means that parts of the revenue generated from the league itself, is distributed 

between the teams.  

 

Another game developer that has been taking action themselves is Blizzard 

entertainment, who developed the StarCraft series. In Korea, Blizzard fought for 

many years to uphold their intellectual property rights, while at the same time 

having third parties to run StarCraft as an eSport. As noted earlier in this study, the 

StarCraft scene in Korea today is only a shadow of its former self. This might have 

been the reason that, when Blizzard launched their new flagship Overwatch, the 

plan was to establish a professional scene by themselves, where they would be in 

control of everything. The Overwatch league started in 2018 

(Overwatchleague.com, n.d.) and consists of 12 different teams, which are rooted 

in major cities around the world, in order for fans to feel some kind of affiliation to 

the team. The league is a franchise just as Riot games North American League of 

legends championship series, and the franchise takers are paying to be a part of the 

league. By joining the league, teams also agree to follow the rules and regulations 

set by Blizzard which e.g. states that players should earn a minimum of $50.000 a 

year, get a retirement savings plan, free healthcare, and housing 

(Overwatchleague.com, n.d.). 

 

Applying Beech´s (In Beech and Chadwick, 2013) 3 approaches to governing 

bodies it is seen how the use of a governing body with a focus on an organizational 

approach can help governing bodies at the egalitarian level mitigate some of the 

normative and ethical challenges that they might face. As so eSports Denmark's 

organizational approach can be used to solidify the egalitarian eSports level through 

a focus on behavior and sportsmanship. On the other hand, the systemic approach 

to governing, has a focus on competition and cooperation, and is more suited to the 
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professional scene, where the focus is not targeting the broader amateur gamers, but 

on the commercial aspects of the eSport. The third approach of a political 

governance is not really prominent in the eSport industry of today. IeSF can be seen 

as the political governing body that is concerned with the ´control´ and behavior of 

the organizations in the industry but does not embrace all the stakeholders at the 

professional and egalitarian levels. However, IeSF was established to become the 

umbrella organization for all eSports in the world, but their legitimacy has yet to be 

recognized, as they are not engaging with the many systemic governing bodies at 

the professional level.    

As the above sections have shown, different approaches of governing are used 

internally in the eSports industry. These approaches have, as mentioned, different 

focuses and therefore different pros and cons. The eSport industry is massive and 

consist of different stakeholders on different levels, who all have different agendas. 

Therefore, a single governing body cannot control the industry. Instead, it can be 

argued that different types of governing body can contribute with different things, 

and therefore it might be beneficial in the industry, to create links between different 

kinds of governing bodies. As such the eSports industry should implement a 

structure in which the different approaches are incorporated at the different levels 

where the given approach creates the most value for the entire industry. This 

however, is a tough task due to the required amount of cooperation between the 

professional and egalitarian levels of the eSport industry. As the study has found, 

game developers publish new games with an intention to make it a future eSport 

and therefore they might be interested in working together with organizations, that 

has a systemic approach, which foster competition and cooperation. On the other 

hand, people who want eSport to become a real sport, with sustainable growth might 

want to cooperate more with a governing body that takes an organizational 

approach. However, to create stability in the structure of the industry a more visible 

and far-reaching political governing body is needed.   
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Conclusion 

The paragraphs above have discussed the approaches to governing bodies within 

the eSport industry and how the use of different approaches and structures can 

influence the industry as a whole. In the following sections, the paper instead turns 

to a more conclusive state as the following sections summarize and conclude on the 

analyses of the egalitarian and professional levels of gaming. Further, the section 

concludes on the qualitative guesses mentioned in the section regarding philosophy 

of science. 

 

The analyses have shown that both physical and mental health is important when 

playing video games, both at a professional and egalitarian level. it can be 

concluded that in order to reach the full potential of a player’s skills both at a 

professional and egalitarian level, there must be a focus on physical and mental 

health. In addition to this, the analyses have found that the national governing body 

of Denmark, eSport Denmark, is aware of these challenges, and that they are 

working on an ethical codex on how to thrive in the world of eSport and gaming. 

With approximately 85% of the Danish teenage boys playing video games a 

minimum of 2 times a week (Koed, 2018), the paper has shown that the challenges 

are also seen outside of the organized eSports clubs and therefore calls for an 

extensive effort to deal with this challenge. Dealing with the egalitarian level the 

paper has further shown that gaming can potentially have a negative impact on 

children’s view on their education. Part of the primary empirical evidence that this 

study is built upon, showed that some of the players in the specific eSports club did 

not do homework and generally neglected their school/studies due to playing video 

games. The study can further conclude, that the games used for eSports tend to be 

surrounded by toxic communities, which increases the risk of children developing 

a negative attitude and self-esteem problems, which can impact their future life both 

on and off the screen.  

 

In accordance to the commercialized eSport industry, the paper concludes that 

eSports has, and is, not following the same stage developmental pattern as 

traditional sport. The reason for this is that eSports are developing a lot faster, and 
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the creation of a professional scene is one of the first aspects to be developed when 

a new sport arises. It is further concluded that there is a lack of connection between 

the professional and egalitarian scenes. The quick development can partly be 

explained by the fact, that players do not have to meet up at a physical location to 

compete, and partly due to streaming being as accessible as it is. Streaming 

platforms like Twitch.tv allows video game streamers and tournament organizers 

to stream their content for free, which can increase the interest that people have in 

a certain game. The free streaming has fostered what Eisenmann et al (2006) defines 

as positive cross side network effects, where the audience is the subsidy side and 

the sponsors and advertisers are the money side. The network effects mean that the 

industry, in regards to tournaments and streams, is either dominated by a few large 

players, or faces a winner-takes-all scenario. This also means that when a new game 

is brought to market as an eSport, stakeholders that want to get established within 

that game, enters a furious race to dominate that particular market. According to 

Schumpeter's theory of creative destruction (1942; in Pfarrer & Smith, 2005), 

something new get established at the expense of something else. It can be concluded 

that, if the establishment of a new eSport happens too fast, the industry might be 

facing an internal cannibalization due to a cash flow shortage. Lastly, the paper 

concludes that governing bodies might be the solution to mitigate some of the 

potential pitfalls identified within the industry. Different types of governing bodies, 

with different goals, have to some extent been established. However, it is 

inconclusive which constellation of governing bodies is the best to help the industry 

of eSports mitigate the challenges.  

 

Prior to this study, qualitative guesses were made about the potential pitfalls that 

the eSports industry might face in the future, and in accordance to these, the study 

concludes that:  

 

Qualitative guess 1: It is not yet common practice for young gamers to be part of an 

eSports club and hereby nobody is teaching the youth about behavior in a 

competitive setting 
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- The study has found that young gamers are starting to play eSports in an 

organized setting, but that problems related to the lack of socialization 

agents is still present. Qualitative guess 1 is therefore partly confirmed 

 

Qualitative guess 2: There is a lack of focus on the negative aspects that eSport 

might foster such as addiction and health problems amongst young people. 

- The study has found that there are negative aspects of gaming and eSport 

and that these can create challenges for the future of eSports, but also that 

these aspects is starting to get into focus and being addressed by the 

organizational governing bodies, such as eSports Denmark.  Qualitative 

guess 2 is therefore partly confirmed. 

 

Qualitative guess 3: Essential governing bodies do not have the same time to get 

established, as they would in traditional sports. 

- The study has found that new games evolve faster today than prior, which 

makes it even harder for new entities to take the role of governing body as 

the game gets commercialized before a codex and structure is established. 

Qualitative guess 3 therefore holds true. 

 

Qualitative guess 4: Internal industry cannibalization might occur. 

- The study has found, that internal industry cannibalization has happened 

before, and that it may very well happen again due to the market dynamics 

in the fast-growing industry. Qualitative guess 4 therefore holds true. 
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Future research 

The analysis for this paper has been divided into two distinct sections of 

respectively the egalitarian and the professional level in the eSport industry. As so 

the paper has identified potential pitfalls at both levels. As stated in the discussion 

and conclusion sections above, one of the main findings of this paper has been the 

lack of structure in the industry, which is especially visible in the [lack of] 

cooperation between the two levels. This study therefore put an emphasis on a 

future study that goes more into detail with this pitfall and how it can be mitigated 

as eSports moves into the maturity phase. Furthermore, the paper also showed how 

the establishment of new eSports can potentially harm the current as they move 

sponsors and audience to the new intriguing scene. A future study could do in depth 

research on the cases of Fortnite and PlayerUnknown's Battle Ground together with 

cases of StarCraft and League of Legends. By using these cases, a future research 

can thereby study the specific impact that the new games have on some of the largest 

eSports in the world. In accordance to the challenges at the egalitarian level a future 

study could study the impact of eSports in greater detail. The paper has found that, 

even though a focus on the negative aspects of eSports is starting to arise, more 

attention is needed. A future study of these aspects could investigate the different 

impact of gaming in structured (eSport clubs) and unstructured (at home) 

environment as to find if more structure leads to positive outcomes in relation to 

the challenges of health and behavior issues. 

 

Since the original intention of this paper was to make an extensive case study of the 

RFRSH organization5, a future study could follow up on this idea. A study of this 

kind could make an in-depth case analysis of the eSport organization to understand 

the thoughts and reasonings behind how such an organization acts and reacts as the 

market develops. As this paper has found, new eSports arise faster than ever, and 

                                                
5 RFRSH is the owner of the Danish Counter-Strike team Astralis 
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future studies could investigate how specific organizations deals with the risk in 

relation to broadening their investments into new eSports or staying put with the 

present setup. This type of study could include both game developers, sponsors, and 

organizations (teams) and would give a deeper insight into the threat of the potential 

cash flow problems analyzed in this paper. 
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Appendix 2 – Governing body structure in 

soccer 
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Appendix 3 – streaming trend 
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Appendix 4 – Researchers notes from 

presentation by Danny 

Presentation with Danny ”Zonic” Sørensen, Bakkens Hjerte Albertslund, 31. 

Januar 2018 

Danny is on a 2 year contract with Astralis 

Frederik Byskov founded Astralis 

Danny has been awarded as Denmarks best Counter-Strike player 3 times and has 

been nominated for the best in the world 

He retired after Counter-Strike: Global Offensive was released 

Astralis (Team Solo Mid) was founded 19. January 2016 

It is the players (player founders) of Astralis that owns the team, but Danny “is in 

charge” of the players 

Danny has the courage to make changes  

Networking is very important when making player trades 

Danny studied at Copenhagen University 

Danny was after his hiring promoted from coach to head coach 

Danny acts as a guide and mentor for the young players on the team 

In eSpors it is hard but important to differentiate between friendship and 

professionalism 

Astralis has hired Kasper Hvidt as a director of sports – The traditional sport 

“moves in” 

Mikkel Juhler is hires as a physical coach – his full time job is a handball club 

In Counter Strike: Global offensive the teams don’t have substitutions 

Rfresh – the organization behind Astralis also includes the teams Godsent and 

Heroic 

Does Dev1ice need a longer break? Dennis is an opportunity 

Danny loves the competitive aspects 

Danny has a wife and 2 children. Just got a new apartment. He is happy with the 

money in eSports today, but wonders if it can guarantee the rest of the like e.g. 

soccer 
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Astralis is considering making an academy team consisting of 7-8 players and a 

coach 

A fan culture is starting to arise within eSports 

The most optimal setup for Astralis is a team consisting of 5 danes 

It is hard to find 5 danish players that are all at an elite level and has good synergy  

The computers which he played on where good for that given time, but does not 

match the ones used for today 

Is there an expectation pressure on the players? A need for sports phycology? Can 

the players suffer from mental tiredness? 

The academies are going to be run as a sports club but without the age grouping. 

Danny feels the adrenalin as a coach but did not when he was an active player 

He claims to be the same person as before the money in the industry exploded 

When Danny started playing is was as a hobby and to avoid the troubles in the 

streets.  

In 2005 Danny received his first salary for gaming  

Astralis has a lot of Sponsorjobs 

The happiness of playing becomes professional – it becomes a job 

Tactics and coordination is important 

Astralis is going on a bootcamp to go back to the roots 

In accordance to the physical training Astralis does not force the players, but they 

are free to work with the physical coach. But they are working on implementing it 

as they see benefits with a focus on health and practice 

Astralis is among others sponsored by Audi Denmark and Jack & Jones 
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Appendix 5 – “Tease – tournament” dates 

 


